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Abstract

Variational methods have attracted much attention in the past decade. With rig-

orous mathematical analysis and computational methods, variational minimization

models can handle many practical problems arising in image processing, such as im-

age segmentation and image restoration. We propose a two-stage image segmentation

approach for color images, in the first stage, the primal-dual algorithm is applied to

efficiently solve the proposed minimization problem for a smoothed image solution

without irrelevant and trivial information, then in the second stage, we adopt the hill-

climbing procedure to segment the smoothed image. For multiplicative noise removal,

we employ a difference of convex algorithm to solve the non-convex AA model. And

we also improve the non-local total variation model. More precisely, we add an extra

term to impose regularity to the graph formed by the weights between pixels. Thin

structures can benefit from this regularization term, because it allows to adapt the

weights value from the global point of view, thus thin features will not be overlooked

like in the conventional non-local models. Since now the non-local total variation

term has two variables, the image u and weights v, and it is concave with respect

to v, the proximal alternating linearized minimization algorithm is naturally applied

with variable metrics to solve the non-convex model efficiently. In the meantime, the

efficiency of the proposed approaches is demonstrated on problems including image

segmentation, image inpainting and image denoising.

Keywords: Alternating minimization; Image restoration; Minimal surface; Noncon-

vex minimization; Total variation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The variational image processing models have attracted attention, since the cele-

brated ROF model proposed by Rudin, Osher and Fatemi, the classic model removing

Gaussian noise reads

minE (u, f) =

∫
|∇u|+ λ

∫
(u− f)2.

Given a priori information, the model minimizing the energy E tries to find the

original image u from the noisy image f . The constant λ balances the two terms on

the right. The first term is a regulation imposing total variation (TV) prior on the

desired clean image u, the other term is the data fidelity term which makes sure that

the restored image u does not deviate too much from f .

Actually, this model can be interpreted by the Bayesian model from the maximum

a posteriori (MAP) principle, and this also shed light on more general denoising

problems.

From a statistical point of view, we are looking for the most likely image u given

f . By the likelihood function, the optimization problem can be written as

maxP (u|f) .

We apply Bayes’ rule and get

P (u|f) =
P (u)P (f |u)

P (f)
, (1.1)

where the probability P (f) is a constant. Taking the negative log to the right hand

side of (1.1), we arrive at a minimization problem:

min
u
{− logP (u)− logP (f |u)} .

1



The − logP (u) is a prior which describes the assumption on the image u, and the

second term − logP (f |u) describes the degradation procedure in the denoising case.

For example, if the noise follows the Gaussian distribution, this term yields λ
∫

(u−f)2

[40], while the multiplicative noise such as Gamma noise is presented, it leads to

λ
∫ (

log(u) + f
u

)
[6], which is non-convex and therefore difficult to solve.

In variational models, the TV prior can recover sharp edges, but some intrinsic

drawbacks, such as the staircasing effect [53, 129], limit its application. The stair-

casing effect, sometimes be addressed as the oil painting effect [65] which creates

misleading artifacts such as blocky structures and results in unsatisfactory visual ap-

pearance. It has been shown that this side effect is due to the singularity at 0 of the

l1 norm [94,102,103,143].

Several ways have been proposed to improve TV:

By define β ≥ 0 [1, 138], TV was generalized as∫
Ω

√
β + |∇u|2dx, (1.2)

such that the functional becomes differentiable at zero gradients when β > 0.

The Moreau-Yosida regularization or Moreau envelope [15,111,143] |·| of the TV

yields a first-order regularized and smoothed approximation [27, 82]. This differen-

tiable approximation can be written explicitly as

ψµ(t) =

 |t| −
µ
2

, if |t| ≥ µ,

t2

2µ
, otherwise,

where µ > 0 serves as a threshold to switch between quadratic and L1 norm, ψµ(t)

is also be called the Huber norm [71], which makes the function value grow slowly

near zero, thus sparsity is not promoted [27]. Also Huber norm still prefer sharp

discontinuities boundaries, and at the same time it will alow small variations within

the textured regions [58].

High order information is naturally considered to improve TV term favoring piece-

wise constant images [65]. Total Generalized Variation [19] which promotes piecewise

2



polynomial approximation of order k [115], essentially this regularization term pushes

the oil painting effect to higher orders [65]. For large k values, this term may cause

high computation bounden in order to get piecewise smooth images.

For some specific applications, such as image inpainting, high order regularization

term are naturally involved [39] in order to incorporate the curvature information and

make more natural connections in the inpainting domains.

In this dissertation, we propose different regularization terms to build variational

models for various applications, and explore the optimization methods to solve the

models.

Chapter 2 is based on our earlier research described in [87,88]. Inspired by minimal

surface theory, we propose a two-stage approach for multi-channel image segmenta-

tion. In the first stage, we solve for a smooth solution of a convex model, and we also

consider different data fidelity terms. Then the primal-dual algorithm is applied to

solve the minimization problem. After we get the smoothed image u, the segmenta-

tion is calculated by thresholding in the second stage. Instead of using the K-means,

we proposed a hill-climbing algorithm to locate the peaks. The hill-climbing proce-

dure is more stable and automatically it can decide the number of segments .

Chapter 3 is based on our paper [86]. We use Difference of Convex functions

(DC) Programming to solve the non-convex model, suggested by Aubert and Aujol,

noted as the AA model. The AA model was adopted in many works for removing

multiplicative noise, most of them were focused on convex approximation, then nu-

merical methods with guaranteed convergence will be designed. The AA model can

be written as a difference of two convex functions, we apply the difference of con-

vex algorithm (DCA) to solve the AA model. Comparing to the gradient projection

algorithm used by Aubert and Aujol, the DCA yields a better solution and often

converges faster. We show that the algorithm will reach a stationary point satisfying

the first-order optimality condition.

In Chapter 4, we impose regularization on weights for the non-local total variation

3



(NLTV) term, such that the weights value is adjusted during the iterations. More

precisely, we break the restriction on the local search windows in the NLTV model

by regrouping all the weights v, then regularize them. Thin structures benefits from

this reformulation and will not be overlooked in the restoration process. The conven-

tional approach for computing a weight between two pixels is directly based on their

intensity difference, the smaller the difference, the larger weight, and consequently

thin structures with low contrasts may disappear due to the strong influences of their

surroundings. Also other common technologies, such as, replacing the intensity value

of the pixel itself with the average of the intensity values in a patch around the pixel,

and mapping the difference with an exponential function, further diminish thin fea-

tures. By taking account the weights data globally, our edge-preserving regularization

term R(v) temps to use the information from neighbour search regions to strengthen

those neglected weights between pixels depicting a small structure. Since our NLTV

term with two variables, the image u and weights v, is concave with respect to v,

the proximal alternating linearized minimization (PALM) algorithm with guaranteed

convergence is applied with variable metrics to solve the non-convex model.

4



Chapter 2

A Two-stage Color Image

Segmentation Model

2.1 Introduction

Image segmentation is a challenging topic in image processing. For instance, dividing

the digital photo into reasonable parts is the first task for gaining a meaningful

understanding of the image, and sometimes more than one segmentation result are

required. Over the past few decades, we have seen an explosive growth in the diversity

of image segmentation techniques, such as PDE-based approaches [41, 99, 149], and

thresholding methods [108,126]. We attempt to eliminate the weakness in the classic

PDE models [99], and present an interdisciplinary framework to utilize the strengths

from both the PDE-based method and thresholding.

To begin with, we briefly introduce the Mumford-Shah (MS) model [99] and the

Potts model [34] to locate the bottlenecks. Typical segmentation models based on

those two models are analyzed to further specify the drawbacks. As a classical vari-

ational problem, the energy of the MS model can be written as

EMS(u,Γ) = µ

∫
Ω

(u− f)2dx+

∫
Ω−Γ

|∇u|2 dx+ λ |Γ| , (2.1)

where u is the approximation of the image f , Γ is the boundaries of the partition Ωi,

∪Ki=1Ωi ∪ Γ = Ω, Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅, ∀i 6= j. Here |Γ| is the summation of the perimeter of

all segment Ωi, and µ, λ are positive parameters.

The MS model (2.1) has two unknowns of different types: the piecewise smooth

5



image u and the boundary Γ. With small variation on each Ωi, u is differentiable on

the open sets Ωi, and u can be discontinuous on the boundaries Γ. The model prefers

tight curves Γ separating u.

A straightforward simplification of the MS model is restricting u = ci on each

Ωi (ci is a constant, i = 1, · · · , K, K is the number of partitions Ωi), the resulting

energy of the piecewise constant MS model [41,99] is as follow

E(ci,Γ) =
K∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

(ci − f)2dx+ λ |Γ| , (2.2)

and this model is also be called as the cartoon limit [22].

This simplified model (2.2) is still hard to solve even one of the ’tough term’ has

been removed, because it inherits the two difficulties from the MS model (2.1): (i)

the non-convexity of the problem, (ii) two different types of unknowns (a function u

and a contour Γ) in the model.

Another widely studied problem is the Potts model [116] which is a generalization

of the Ising model [72]. In the image segmentation, the spatially continuous setting

of the Potts problem is of the form [34,149]

min
{Ωi}ki=1

K∑
i=1

∫
Ωi

gi (x) dx+ λ |Γ| , (2.3)

where gi measures the costs of assigning the respective pixel to Ωi, the rest of notations

have the same definition as in (2.1) and (2.2). This model attempts to locate K

disjoint subdomain Ωi with tight boundaries dividing continuous domain Ω, and it is

also referred to as the minimal partition problem [34].

The Potts model has close connection with the MS model, when gi = (ci− f)2, it

is equivalent to the piecewise constant MS model. Moreover, the MS model can be

regarded as an approximation of the Potts model. Indeed, if gi = − log pi(f |x), the

Potts model becomes the Bayesian model (formula (9) in [22]). More specifically, pi

follows the Gaussian distribution [119]:

pi(f |x) =
1√

2πσi (x)
exp

(
−(f − µi (x))2

2σi (x)2

)
,

6



where µi (x) and σi (x) denote the mean and standard deviation of image f in region

Ωi. Brox and Cremers [22] proved that the MS model is an approximation of this

Bayesian model, if pi(f |x) are carefully chosen as a piecewise smooth Gaussian dis-

tribution, in this situation, the piecewise smooth mean value µ plays the role of the

piecewise smooth image u in (2.1).

We can see that the two difficulties in the MS model still exist in the Potts model,

and the traditional solution is to introduce extra variables. Unfortunately, as pointed

out by Chambolle and Pock [35], it probably does not exist a simple convex relaxation

without dramatically increase the number of variable. To solve the function u/µ and

a contour Γ simultaneously in the above mentioned models, the characteristic χi,

i = 1, · · · , K, is usually introduced,

χi (x) :=


1, x ∈ Ωi,

0, x /∈ Ωi,

i = 1, · · · , K.

For example, the model (2.3) is rewritten as

min
χi(x)∈{0,1}

K∑
i=1

{∫
Ω

χi (x) gi (x) dx+ λ |∇χi (x)|
}
, (2.4)

where
K∑
i=1

χi (x) = 1, ∀x ∈ Ω. The perimeter of Ωi is computed by the total variation

of χi (x). Since the range of χi is binary {0, 1}, the model (2.4) is still non-convex

[149], and suffers from numerical stability problems [41], thus a relaxation of χi from

{0, 1} to [0, 1] [35, 85, 149, 150] or a regularized version of χi [41] is adopted in real

computation.

We present four related models to further specify the computational burden caused

by the two difficulties.

The first model is the fuzzy region competition segmentation model [84, 85]. By

replacing the characteristic functions χi with the fuzzy membership function si, the

energy functional is

min
s(x)∈S

K∑
i=1

{∫
Ω

sqi (x) gi (x) dx+ λ |∇si (x)|
}
, (2.5)
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where the simplex set S =

{
s| (s1, . . . , sK) :

K∑
i=1

si = 1, si ∈ [0, 1] , i = 1, · · · , K
}

, the

authors solved the model with the alternative minimization by adding auxiliary vari-

ables v = (v1, . . . , vK) corresponding to s, and proposed three different methods to

find the optimize solution.

The next two methods do the same relaxation to the Potts model. In [149],

the authors called the new model the convex relax Potts model which equivalent to

the model (2.5) when q = 1, and they presented a continuous max-flow algorithm

with the benefits such as avoiding the work load of enforcing the simplex constraint

and well suited to parallel implementation, but for the multi-phase situation, the

implementation of the characteristic function is not easy. The relaxed characteristic

function is implemented by a three-dimensional array, the element in the first two

dimensions of this array is corresponding to each pixel, and the number of segments

determines the size of the third dimensional. Similar to the CV model, this array also

has to be updated during each iteration. Chambolle and Pock [35] used the classic

primal-dual algorithm to solve the relaxed Potts model, and they have to implement

the characteristic function via a three-dimensional array and project elements in the

array to [0, 1].

The last model is the famous CV model [41], Chan and Vese employed the level

set function to analyze and capture the subsequent motion via a velocity field v which

depends on the position, the time, and the geometry of Γ, for example, the normal or

mean curvature of Γ. In this way, the topology of Γ can be changed, such as merging

and breaking. In a simple two-phase segmentation case, the level set function ϕ

suggests the relation between the point x and the open set Ω,

ϕ(x, t) < 0, x ∈ Ω,

ϕ(x, t) > 0, x /∈ Ω,

ϕ(x, t) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.

8



Define the Heaviside function

H(ϕ) =


1, ϕ ≥ 0,

0, ϕ < 0.

Here the composite function H(ϕ) serves as the characteristic function. An ap-

proximation and regularization of H and H ′, namely, Hε and δε are defined [41]. Now

the length term in (2.1) can be computed by [137]

|Γ| =
∫

Ω

|∇Hε(ϕ)| dx =

∫
Ω

δε(ϕ) |∇ϕ| dx.

From the Euler-Lagrange equations, an evolution equation was obtained [137]

∂ϕ

∂t
= δε(ϕ) div

(
∇ϕ
|∇ϕ|

)
. (2.6)

Note that (2.6) is just for the two-phase segmentation, it is hard for the multi-

phase case. To detect n phases, the CV model needs log2 n level set functions.

Besides, depending on the piecewise constant or the piecewise smooth model, there

are extra terms for each equation (2.6). A matrix containing the mean curvature of

the level set function ϕj represents the non-smooth derivative term div(
∇ϕj
|∇ϕj |), and this

matrix has the same size as the image. During each iteration time step, those matrices

have to be updated using, for example, a finite difference scheme. Additionally, the

level set function may generate strange curves during the evolution, the common

solution is to reinitialize the level set function, but this process not only cost extra

computation time, but also divert the zero level set from the boundaries [153]. For

the non-convexity of the CV model, Badshah and Chen [10] proposed a multigrid

method to get closer to the global solution, and there are improvements [11, 21, 38]

of the CV model.

Until recently, taking advantage of the ’four color theorem’, Zhang et al. [154]

proposed an updated model which can segment any number of regions with four

indicator functions. But there are extra workload for implementation of the ’four color

theorem’. If a new segmentation is required, this means we only need to compute
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a different edge set Γ, but all the above mentioned methods have to go over all

the calculation again, in consequence, not only Γ but a smoothed image u is also

recomputed.

Cai, Chan and Zeng [29] suggested a two-stage strategy to conquer the two diffi-

culties properly. In the first stage, the smoothed image u is obtained via minimizing

a convex functional based on the MS energy, and the second stage is focusing on

detecting the contour Γ. They used K-means to threshold u into K segments. In this

way, the non-convexity is remedied in the first stage, and now u, Γ are computed in

different stages, so there is no need to use the characteristic function to bridge the

u and Γ, as a result, this two-stage method avoid all the above mentioned problems.

Additionally, we can see that the first stage has a striking resemblance to the image

restoration process. Follow this lead, we explore more efficient algorithms.

Here we improve [29] by three aspects [87, 88]. First, instead of two parameters

in the first stage in [29], we adopt the minimal surface energy in which only one

parameter is involved, more general data fidelity term Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖pp , 1 ≤ p ≤ 2

are considered here. Second, we use vectorial total variation (VTV) to deal with the

color image problem, which is no considered in [29]. Third, in the second stage, we

use the hill-climbing algorithm and we can locate the thresholds stably.

This chapter is organized as follows. We review the VTV, different application

of minimal surface theory to image processing and some thresholding methods in

section 2.2. In section 2.3, we propose and analyze our model. In section 2.4, we

present numerical experiments to conform the superior of the smoothing process, and

a straightforward thresholding method can well segment the image. Conclusions are

given in section 2.5.
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2.2 Related Works

In the first stage, we apply the minimal surface theory to find a u with the optimized

smoothness, then thresholding u in the second stage. In many models, for example,

the fuzzy region competition segmentation model mentioned in section 2.1, the TV

is computed channel by channel for color images, we will use a custom TV which is

similar to the VTV [20] to utilize the intensity values from all the layers. Here we

review some relevant works.

2.2.1 Vectorial Total Variation

The VTV was defined in [16,124] and comparison with other TVs showed its superi-

ority [16]. In [20], the authors gave the dual definition of the VTV as follow, which

is more suitable for the convergence analysis.

The VTV for a vector-valued image u : Ω→ RM is defined by∫
Ω

|Du| := sup
v∈V

{∫
Ω

−〈u, div υ〉 dx
}
, (2.7)

where Ω is a bounded open domain in R2, V = {v|υ := (υ1, · · · , υM) , v ∈ C1
c (Ω;

RM×2
)

: |v| ≤ 1
}

, refer to [4, 20] for more details. The divergence operator div υ :=

(div υ1, · · · , div υM) : Ω → RM . The gradient operator ∇u :=
(
(∇u)1 , (∇u)2) :

Ω→ RM×2. And 〈u, div υ〉 =
∑M

i=1 〈ui, div υi〉. Then the VTV can be rewritten as

∫
Ω

|Du| =
∫

Ω

√√√√ M∑
i=1

|∇ui|2. (2.8)

2.2.2 Minimal Surface

As an abstraction of the soap film on a wire frame, the minimal surface technology

has been widely applied in natural sciences including the image processing for a long

time.

A term strongly related to the minimal surface is the mean curvature. In 18th

century, Lagrange introduced the variational problem of finding the minimal area for
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the surface u(x, y) with fixed boundary, and he wrote the Euler–Lagrange equation

whose variant is H = div

(
∇u√

1+|∇u|2

)
= 0 in divergence form. Later in view of

the fact that the mean curvature Hu = 1
2
H, people have found that the Lagrange’s

results imply in particular the well-known theory that minimal surfaces are surfaces

with vanishing mean curvature.

There are a lot of image processing models benefit from the minimal surface

theory. Zhu, Tai and Chan [156] included the mean curvature of the image manifold

to a denoising model, and this model can preserve edges and contrasts of the image.

Driven by the mean curvature, geometric PDE was adopted to model the solvent-

excluded surface in [110]. Boykov [18] also included the minimal surface idea into

the graph cuts model. In the following, we will give detailed description about some

models which inspire the proposed algorithm.

The Geodesic Active Contour (GAC) model [30,31] is a well-known segmentation

model employing the minimal surface technology. In two-dimensional object detec-

tion, this model computes minimal distance curves, and finds minimal surfaces in

three-dimensional case. Starting from the snake model [76], Caselles et al. intro-

duced a custom metric, and proposed a variational problem

min
C

∫ |C|
0

g (|∇I (C (q))|) ds,

where C is a curve, |C| denotes its length, g is an edge detector function, and I is

the given image and ds = |C ′ (q)| dq. Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation, they

got the differential equation

∂ϕ

∂t
= g(I) |∇ϕ| div

(
∇ϕ
|∇ϕ|

)
+∇g(I)∇ϕ, (2.9)

where ϕ is the level set function representing the curve C, and an example of the

stopping function g = 1
1+|∇(G(I))|2 , where G is a Gaussian filtering that pre-smooths

the image. When at the edge of objects, |∇(G(I))| is large, so the edge penalty

function g will be close to a small value. On the contrary, at the flat areas of the image,

the value of g will approach one. Due to the complicity of (2.9), Additive Operator
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Splitting (AOS) scheme [78] is usually adopted to solve the equation. When the

image comes with noise, as a classic edge-based model, the GAC is not as robust as the

region-based model like the CV model. In addition, the level set function and the non-

smooth high-order derivative term div(
∇ϕj
|∇ϕj |) cause the same undesirable side effects

as the CV model. Generally speaking, the authors first applied a simple smoothing

procedure before performing the segmentation, then they solved a sophisticated model

encoding the intrinsic geometry nature of the image with the level set method. We

will shift the workload to the smoothing process, search the image manifold for the

surface with a minimal area, then simply thresholding the smoothed image.

Kimmel et al. [77] suggested that an image is a 2-dimensional surface embedded

in a (2+M)-dimensional space: (x, y)→ (x, y, βf1 (x, y) , . . . , βfM (x, y)). By looking

into the metric of the image manifold, they suggested the area norm [77,127] as follow

S =

∫
Ω

√√√√1 + β2

M∑
i=1

|∇fi|2 + β4
1

2

M∑
i,j=1

(∇fi,∇fj)2, (2.10)

where β is a constant.

The VTV or (2.10) serving as a regulation term is suppose to couple all the image

information from all channels [20, 31, 77]. When constructing the TV for the color

image, each channel can be treated equally, and gains smoothness in scale, this means

the gradient of each layer will be included in the TV energy and be minimized [77].

We will simplify (2.10) for the reason that the cross-product term in (2.10) is difficult

to compute.

2.2.3 Some Thresholding Methods

Thresholding is recognized as the simplest method of image segmentation. And our

plan is to focus on the first stage to well smooth the image, then a straightforward

algorithm, for example, the thresholding method, can divide the smoothed image.

Now we review some thresholding methods and compare them with the hill-climbing

method [2, 52,107].
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K-means has been used by many image segmentation models to cluster pixels

[29,73,126], but some intrinsic problems restrict its application. This algorithm has to

know the number of segments and initial center values before the computation begins.

The solution value depends on the required initial guesses in consequence of the non-

convexity of the model, as a result, some inputs may lead to a local optimal solution,

instead of a global one. Without the parallel computing support, this algorithm is

computationally difficult for large scale problems, because minimizing the K-means

objective function is NP-hard.

Considering the disadvantages of K-means, the hill-climbing method is a better

option. Actually K-means can be placed in the larger context of the hill-climbing

algorithm [145], but the hill-climbing algorithm works on the histogram. Once the

histogram is given, the hill-climbing approach will locate all of the peaks on it, and

use the peaks to threshold the image into parts. The image histogram representing

the pixel distribution has a limited number of bins. Compared with K-means, the

hill-climbing traveling along the histogram is a smaller scale problem.

There are other thresholding methods based on the histogram, the most famous

one is the Otsu’s method [108] for gray-level histograms, but the extended Otsu’s

method [105] for color images is not as efficient as the hill-climbing algorithm [107].

In [134], the authors smoothed the histogram directly, then searched for thresholds.

We argue that it makes more sense to smooth the image itself instead of its histogram,

the features on the image deserve more delicate process, and smoothing the histogram

is too rough, may cause distortion of the key features. The color images were transfer

to the HSI color space in [51], then potential segmentations were searched on the 1D-

histogram of the Hue channel. Searching the 1D histogram costs less than processing

the 3D one, but important features could be missed, because there is no guarantee

that all feathers should leave traces on the Hue channel.
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2.3 The Proposed Two-stage Method

The essential features of the two-stage model are solving the smooth approximation

u of the image f in the first stage, and thresholding the smoothed u into separate

parts in the next stage. In the first stage, we only consider a convex model with one

unknown u, thus no bother to introduce extra function, such as the characteristic

function. We adopt the primal-dual method to solve for the u, and pass it to the

hill-climbing method in the second stage to do the segmentation.

2.3.1 First Stage

Natural images contain noise and meaningless trivial features for segmentation. There-

fore in the first stage, we use a convex model with only one parameter to get rid of

the singularities from the image, and main features are kept. Taking the computa-

tional complexity into consideration, we grant appropriate smoothness to the image

by a quasi-minimal surface term, and pave the way for the thresholding in the second

stage.

We write the energy of the model as

E(u) = λΨ (u, f) dx+

∫
Ω

√
1 + |∇u|2dx, (2.11)

where u approximates the image f : Ω → RM , M = 1,3, Ω is a open and bounded

subset of R2. The data fidelity term Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖pp , 1 ≤ p ≤ 2. The first term

provides different measures of the distance between the image f and the approxi-

mation image u, and u gets reasonable smoothness from the second term [12]. λ is

a positive constant which controls the importance of the data fidelity in the overall

energy, and make sure u is a simple smooth approximation of f , but does not deviate

too much from f . The situation Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖2
2 in (2.11) is first presented in [20]

as an image denoising model. This process can be regarded as applying an image

restoration procedure to an image segmentation problem.
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(a) original image
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(b) noisy image
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(c) smoothed image

Figure 2.1: An example of processing a grayscale image in the first stage. The two

figures in the same column are the same grayscale image data plotted in different

ways: the first row is the ordinary way and the second row is the surface plot. (a)

original image with useless details for segmentation, (b) add noise to the original

image, (c) smooth the noisy image by minimizing (2.11).
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Figure 2.1 presents an example of processing a grayscale image using (2.11). First,

we add noise to Figure 2.1(a) which contains useless details, the resulting noisy image

is depicted in Figure 2.1(b). Obviously, the noisy image has many singularities. We

apply the above mentioned smoothing procedure by minimizing (2.11), and obtain

a simple smoothed image in Figure 2.1(c). We can see that, in Figure 2.1(c), noise

and meaningless trivial features are removed, and the image surface gains reasonable

smoothness. Although the boundary is also smoothed, it has been proved in [29] that

clear boundaries can be found via thresholding the smoothed image data.

The first two parts of section 2.3.1 basically follow [1] and [20]. In the subsection

2.3.1, we simplify (2.10) to get the Quasi-Minimal Surface Vectorial Total Variation

(QMSVTV) and write its dual form for analysis. In the subsection 2.3.1, we prove

existence and uniqueness corresponding to different p. We solve the discrete setting

of the model (2.11) with the primal-dual method in the subsection 2.3.1.

Quasi-Minimal Surface Vectorial Total Variation

The QMSVTV has the form

S :=

∫
Ω

√√√√1 +
M∑
i=1

|∇ui|2, (2.12)

It is the simplified version of (2.10), and it satisfies all the ground rules of constructing

the TV for vectorial image as mentioned in section 2.2.2. Obviously, minimizing the

QMSVTV (2.12) is much easier.

Recall we present the dual form of the VTV in section 2.2.1, now we define the

dual form of the QMSVTV [1]

J (u) := sup
υ∈V

∫
Ω

(
−u div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

)
dx. (2.13)

Consider the convex function f(x) =
√

1 + |x|2, from the Fenchel transform, we

know [49] √
1 + |x|2 = sup

{
x · y +

√
1− |y|2 : y ∈ RM |y| ≤ 1

}
.
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Similarly, from Theorem 2.1 in [1], we get

J (u) =

∫
Ω

√
1 + |∇u|2, u ∈ W 1,1(Ω).

Existence and Uniqueness of the Model (2.11)

For completeness we state the following simple results.

Proposition 2.1. The energy functional E in (2.11) is weakly lower semicontinuous

with respect to the L1 topology.

Proof. Let un ⇀ ū (weak convergence in L1(Ω)). For any v ∈ V , div υ ∈ C (Ω), and

from Fatou’s lemma,

λ ‖u− f‖pp +

∫
Ω

(
−ū div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

)
= lim

n→∞
λ ‖u− f‖pp +

∫
Ω

(
−un div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

)
≤ lim inf

n→∞
λ ‖un − f‖pp + J (un) .

Taking the supremum over v ∈ V , and referring to (2.11), we get

E(u) = λ ‖u− f‖pp + sup
υ∈V

∫
Ω

(
−ū div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

)
≤ lim inf

n→∞
λ ‖un − f‖pp + J (un) .

Proposition 2.2. The energy functional E in (2.11) is strictly convex, when 1 <

p <∞.

Proof. ∀t ∈ (0, 1), u1, u2 ∈ L1(Ω) and u1 6= u2. ∀v ∈ V ,

λ ‖(tu1 + (1− t)u2)− f‖pp +

∫
Ω

(
− (tu1 + (1− t)u2) div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

)
< t

(
λ ‖u1 − f‖pp +

∫
Ω

(
−u1 div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

))
+ (1− t)

(
λ ‖u2 − f‖pp +

∫
Ω

(
−u2 div υ +

√
1− |υ|2

))
< tE(u1) + (1− t)E(u2).
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Taking the supremum over v ∈ V , we get

E (tu1 + (1− t)u2) < tE(u1) + (1− t)E(u2).

Now we essentially follow [136, 152] to show the existence and uniqueness of the

solution in BV (Ω), and also note that the feasible set of the minimization problem

is Lp (Ω).

Theorem 2.1. (Existence-uniqueness) The minimization problem inf
u∈BV (Ω)

E (u) has

a nonempty solution set, and has a unique solution u when 1 < p ≤ 2.

Proof. Denote uΩ as the mean of u on Ω, M = inf(E). There exists a minimizing

sequence (ui) such that lim
i→∝

E (ui) = M . From the dual relationship, it is evident that

(ui) ⊂ BV (Ω) and TV (ui) < M . Recall that Ω is a connected bounded open subset

of R2 with compact Lipschitz boundary. Using Proposition 3.21 in [4], we know that

Ω is an extension domain. By Poincare inequality (Remark 3.50 in [4]), there exists

a constant c0 such that

‖ui − uΩ‖L2(Ω) ≤ c0TV (ui) , (2.14)

From (2.14), it is easy to derive that ‖ui − uΩ‖BV is uniformly bounded. Every

uniformly bounded sequences ui in BV (Ω) is relatively compact in L1(Ω) (Property

4 in section 2.2.3 in [7]). There exists a subsequence
(
u

(1)
i − u

(1)
Ω

)
converges weakly*

to w∗ in BV (Ω). From Proposition 2.1, we have

E (w∗) ≤ lim inf
i→∞

E
(
u

(1)
i − u

(1)
Ω

)
= M. (2.15)

Hence w∗ is the minimizer of E (u) in BV (Ω), and when 1 < p ≤ 2, uniqueness of

the minimizer follows immediately from Proposition 3.3.1.
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The Discrete Setting and Implementation Details

Here we describe the detailed algorithm for the discrete version of the model (2.11)

with the primal-dual method, and solve for the smoothed image.

The discrete setting of the model (2.11) is

min
u
λΨ (u, f) +

√
1 + ‖∇u‖2

2, (2.16)

the definitions of the operators are presented in section 2.2.1.

Although there are many algorithms [35, 63, 139] available to handle the convex

minimization problem (2.16), we pick the primal-dual algorithm [35] on the same

grounds as [36], the implementation of the method and its proof of convergence is

easy.

The saddle-point formulation of (2.16) is as follow

min
u,p

max
q
λΨ (u, f) +

√
1 + ‖p‖2

2 + 〈p−∇u, q〉 . (2.17)

Using the primal-dual approach, we get the following minimization subproblems:

qk+1 = argmax
q

{〈
pk −∇uk, q

〉
− 1

2σ

∥∥q − qk∥∥2

2

}
(2.18)

uk+1 = argmin
u

{
λΨ (u, f) +

〈
−∇u, qk+1

〉
+

1

2τ

∥∥u− uk∥∥2

2

}
(2.19)

pk+1 = argmin
p

{√
1 + ‖p‖2

2 +
〈
p, qk+1

〉
+

1

2τ

∥∥p− pk∥∥2

2

}
(2.20)

uk+1 = 2uk+1 − uk

pk+1 = 2pk+1 − pk.

The procedure of solving the minimization subproblems is summarized in Algo-

rithm 1.

Next we discuss the convergence of Algorithm 1. Define

K =

(
−∇ I

)
, x =

 u

p

 , y = (q) . (2.21)
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Figure 2.2: The histogram for the image

with only 1 channel

Figure 2.3: Number of neighbors for differ-

ent number of channels

Algorithm 1: solving the problem (2.17)

Input: maxIter, ε, u1 = f

Output: the smoothed image uk+1

for k ← 1 to maxIter do

qk+1 = σ
(
pk −∇uk

)
+ qk

uk+1 = 1
2λτ+1

(
2λτf − τ div qk+1 + uk

)
Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖2

2

or:

uk+1 = wthresh
(
uk − τ div qk+1 − f,′ s′, λτ

)
+ f Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖1

solve (3.38) for pk+1 by the Newton iteration

uk+1 = 2uk+1 − uk

pk+1 = 2pk+1 − pk

if
‖uk+1−uk‖
‖uk+1‖ < ε then

break

end

end

return uk+1
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Then (2.17) is equivalent to

min
x

max
y
H (x) + 〈Kx, y〉 , (2.22)

where H (x) = λΨ (u, f) +
√

1 + ‖p‖2
2.

Proposition 2.3. The saddle point set for Problem (2.22) is nonempty. Let
(
xk, x̄k, yk

)
defined by Algorithm 1, if we choose τσ ‖K‖2

2 < 1, then for any k,
(
xk, yk

)
is bounded,

and converges to a saddle point (x∗, y∗) for Problem (2.22). Let L = ‖K‖2, then

L ≤ 3.

Proof. For the proof of the saddle point set being nonempty, we refer the reader to

Proposition 2 in [95], and for the boundedness and convergence results, please refer

to Theorem 1 in [35]. Now we show the bound for L. When ‖x‖2 = 1, we have

‖Kx‖2 = ‖−∇u+ p‖2 ≤ ‖∇‖2 ‖u‖2 + ‖p‖2 ≤
√
‖∇‖2

2 + 1
√
‖u‖2

2 + ‖p‖2
2 ≤ 3.

Proposition 2.4. Let (x∗, y∗) be a saddle point for Problem (2.22), where x∗ = u∗

p∗

, then u∗ is a solution of Problem (2.16).

Proof. Note that Problem (2.22) is the primal-dual formulation of the primal problem

min
x
H (x) + δ0 (Kx) , (2.23)

where the indicator function of the set {0} is δ0, the definiton is as follow

δ0 (p) =


0, p ∈ {0} ,

+∞, p /∈ {0} .

Actually, the primal problem (2.23) is equal to

min
u,p

λΨ (u, f) +

√
1 + ‖p‖2

2,

s.t. p = ∇u,
(2.24)

and (2.24) is exactly Problem (2.16). Using Proposition 3.1 in [57], we know that

x∗ is the solution of the primal problem (2.23), thus u∗ is the solution of Problem

(2.16).
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2.3.2 Second Stage

In this stage, the hill-climbing method locates thresholds from the smoothed image

u solved from the first stage. The image u is sorted into a 3D histogram, then a

hill-climbing approach tries to find the peaks on the histogram. We use hese peaks

are as thresholds to segment the image, so that, for different segmentation results,

we only need to simply regroup u into a different histogram, and the hill-climbing

approach will find a new set of peaks to cut the smoothed image data u. As an

efficient search technique, the algorithm does not need any complicated calculation.

Figure 2.2 shows peaks in a simple image with 1 channel, normally it only has two

neighbors for a single bin (Figure 2.3).

The hill-climbing approach is described in Algorithm 2. A few changes are made

to the hill-climbing algorithm in [107]. (i) We loop through all of the bins of the 3D

histogram to locate the peaks, if the number of pixels in the current bin is larger than

its neighbors’, then there exists a peak in the bin [69], and the possible neighbors

for the color image case is presented in Figure 2.3. In [107], the authors employed

a Dijkstra-like algorithm to climb along the uphill direction until they reach a peak,

then they begin with an unclimbed bin and restart search again until all of the bins

have been climbed. This algorithm requires data structures, such as the stack, to

store all unclimbed bins, and this is inefficient for the color image data. (ii) We

average the values of the pixels in the peak bin, and consider this averaged value as

the peak. After calculating all the peaks, under certain measurement, we compute

the distance map between these peaks and all pixels in the image. And the pixel is

grouped with the nearest peak. While in [107], the peaks are not computed, all bins

leading to certain peak are grouped together, thus some pixels in the valley bin may

be mistakenly put into the wrong group.
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Algorithm 2: The hill-climbing algorithm for the color image

1. Initialization:

Group image I into A(N,N,N) (N is the number of bins per channel)

where A(i, j, k) stores the number of pixels in the (i, j, k) bin

2. Find peaks of A:

For all A(i, j, k)

If A(i, j, k) > all its adjacent ones

1) average the values of the pixels in the (i, j, k) bin

2) store this value as a peak

EndIf

EndFor

3. Output: peaks

2.4 Experimental Results

In this section, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed model, we compare

with the classic CV model along with four methods proposed no earlier than 2010,

the names of the four models are the Fuzzy Region Competition (FRC) model [85],

the Piecewise Constant MS (PCMS) model [35], the Dynamic Programming for the

Potts (DPP) model [128] and the Continuous Max-flow (CMF) model [149], and we

also use the same abbreviations for corresponding methods. We already introduced

the FRC, the PCMS and the CMF in section 2.1. The DPP implementsthe ADMM

algorithm and the dynamic programming to solve the non-convex Potts model. In

the experiments, all images in the RGB color space are converted to the Lab space

except in Figure 2.8, since the noise is added to all RGB channels there. Based on

the human perception of color, the Lab space provides an approximation of human

vision. The L* coordinate has the range [1, 100], and a*, b* coordinates range from

[−128, 127]. Our method is not picky about the input image data, but the negative

values will cause trouble to the other 5 models. In order to let the other models
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(a) given image (b) FRC [85]

(2 segments)

(c) PCMS [35]

(2 segments)

(d) DPP [128]

(5 segments)

(e) CV [41]

(2 segments)

(f) CMF [149]

(2 segments)

(g) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(2 segments)

(h) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(2 segments)

Figure 2.4: The comparisons of two-phase segmentation results.

share the benefit of the Lab space and provide fair comparisons, a simple transform

u→ u+128
255

will be applied to the natural images in the Lab space before passing them

to the 5 models.

In this section, we consider two typical situations in (2.11), when p = 2 and p = 1,

namely, the two distance functions are Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖2
2 and Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖1.

2.4.1 Two-phase Segmentation

In this subsection, we consider the simple situation of segmenting the image into two

parts: foreground (object) and background regions.

The Plane image in Figure 2.4(a) is downloaded from Berkeley segmentation

dataset [97]. For this simple example, the PCMS, the CMF and our method (Fig-

ure 2.4(c), (f), (g) and (h)) cut the Plane from the surrounding sky, and divide the

image into two parts, but obviously the DPP in Figure 2.4(d) over cuts the image.

The FRC and the CV (Figure 2.4(b) and (e)) do not clearly cut the Plane out.
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(a) given image (b) FRC [85]

(4 segments)

(c) PCMS [35]

(4 segments)

(d) DPP [128]

(4 segments)

(e) CV [41]

(4 segments)

(f) CMF [149]

(4 segments)

(g) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(4 segments)

(h) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(4 segments)

Figure 2.5: The comparisons of multi-phase segmentation results.

2.4.2 Multi-phase Segmentation

We use natural images and synthetic images to show the advantages of our method

when more than two segments are required.

The Bird image in Figure 2.5(a) is also from the Berkeley segmentation dataset.

The results of the FRC and the PCMS (Figure 2.5(b) and (c)) do not show the white

and gray feathers on the tail. The reason is that the FRC uses the formula ci =
∫
Iui∫
ui

to calculate the centers ci dynamically, where I is the image data, ui is the relaxed

characteristic function for the ith segment which we talked about in section 2.1. For

the PCMS in [35], the authors use K-means to cluster the pixels to find the fixed

centers before implementing the model. In both cases, they could miss the relatively

small but important areas on the image, and the CV in Figure 2.5(e) faces the similar

situation. Although the DPP in Figure 2.5(d) cuts the picture into 4 parts, the result

is not clear. Our segmentation results (Figure 2.5(g) and (h)) present the detailed

shape of the wings and also the gray color feathers on the tails.
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(a)given image (b) FRC [85]

(4 segments)

(c) PCMS [35]

(4 segments)

(d) DPP [128]

(51 segments)

(e) CV [41]

(4 segments)

(f) CMF [149]

(4 segments)

(g) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(4 segments)

(h) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(4 segments)

Figure 2.6: The comparisons of multi-phase segmentation results.
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(a) given image (b) FRC [85]

(5 segments)

(c) PCMS [35]

(5 segments)

(d) DPP [128]

(35 segments)

(e) CV [41]

(4 segments)

(f) CMF [149]

(5 segments)

(g) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(5 segments)

(h) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(5 segments)

Figure 2.7: The comparisons of multi-phase segmentation results.

In Figure 2.6(a), our method segments the Flower into 4 parts: the sky is grouped

as one whole part, the flowers are classified by colors, and the torus and stems are

considered as a whole. But the FRC model messes up some detail features while the

SW-Potts model cuts the picture into 51 segments after the parameter are carefully

turned. Because our the target energy is convex, so the advantage of the uniqueness

of the minimizer allows our method to find the optimal solution, instead of finding

the local minima. The rest of methods can also cut the picture into 4 parts, but they

blur some details, see the stem of the leftmost flower from the results of PCMS, CV

and CMF, and the stem of the rightmost flower from the results of FRC.

The Pellet image in Figure 2.7(a) is from the USC-SIPI image database [141].

Due to the same reason in Figure 2.5, the Pellets are mixed together by the FRC,
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the PCMS and the CV (Figure 2.7(b), (c) and (e)), it is possible that improving the

center-finding process could lead to better results. Our results (Figure 2.7(g) and (h))

present reasonable segmentation based on the different colors of the Pellets, while the

DPP in Figure 2.7(d) over cuts the image again.

The 3-shape image in Figure 2.8(a) extends the grayscale example in [137]. Fig-

ure 2.8(b) is the given image (Figure 2.8(a)) contaminated by Gaussian noise with

mean m = 0.1 and variance sigma = 0.8. The FRC in Figure 2.8(c) successfully sep-

arates the 3 different kinds of shapes, but their boundaries is vague. The PCMS and

the CMF (Figure 2.8(d) and (g)) require the center information, but K-means fails

to find appropriate centers due to the heavy noise, then we use the exact centers in

this two models, and that is the reason why they can also provide reasonable results.

The DDP in Figure 2.8(e) also gets 4 segments with a few details missing, but fails

to cut out the red ring object. We use our method (2.16) to preprocess Figure 2.8(b),

and get Figure 2.8(h) and (j). We remove the majority of noise, but not all of them,

thus more efficient and general image restoration model could be considered here, for

example, the tight frame model for unknown noises [64], to provide better denoising

results. In the second stage, we adopt the hill-climbing approach to cut the smoothed

images into 4 parts (Figure 2.8(i) and (k)), and the different colors and shapes are

revealed.

Comparison of Distance Measures

Under different noise situations, we compare the performance of our method with

the two different distance functions: Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖2
2 and Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖1. To

more clearly see the behaviors under different noise conditions, we use the synthetic

image Figure 2.8(a). We add noise to the image in the RGB space and process the

corrupted image data in the RGB space. No space transaction in case the noise gets

distorted.

Table 2.1 shows that, when Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖1, our model is more effective for
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(a) given image (b) nosiy image (c) FRC [85]

(4 segments)

(d) PCMS [35]

(4 segments)

(e) DPP [128]

(4 segments)

(f) CV [41]

(4 segments)

(g) CMF [149]

(4 segments)

(h) smooth the

noisy image using

our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(i) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(4 segments)

(j) smooth the

noisy image using

our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(k) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(4 segments)

Figure 2.8: The comparisons of multi-phase segmentation results. (We add strong

Gaussian noise with m = 0.1, σ = 0.8 to (a), and get the noisy image (b).)
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Table 2.1: Percentage of correct pixels segmented with impulse noise.

H
HHH

HHHH
Ψ

Density
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

‖u− f‖22 99.90% 99.67% 99.20% 97.57%

‖u− f‖1 99.91% 99.70% 99.25% 98.32%

Table 2.2: Percentage of correct pixels segmented with white Gaussian noise.

PPPPPPPPPPPP
Ψ

Variance (σ)
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

‖u− f‖22 99.99% 99.98% 99.93% 99.85% 99.74% 99.62% 99.50%

‖u− f‖1 99.99% 99.96% 99.89% 98.79% 98.66% 98.51% 98.39%

impulse noise, while Ψ(u, f) = ‖u− f‖2
2, our model works better if Gaussian noise is

presented, as we can see from Table 2.2.

Comparison of CPU Time and Multiple Segmentations Results

Table 2.3 presents the comparison of the CPU time, and the other models are slower

than our method except in the 3-shape, the PCMS is faster because we provide the

exact center information to the method.

Finally, we show another advantage of our method: for different segmentations,

the smoothing step is required only once. After getting the smoothed u from the first

stage, it only takes the hill-climbing method around 1 second to produce a single seg-

mentation result. The Baboon in Figure 2.9(a) is downloaded from USC-SIPI image

database and the Butterfly in Figure 2.10(a) is downloaded from the Internet, and

both experiments reveal different features. For example, compared with Figure 2.9(c),

Figure 2.9(d) distinguishes between the cheek and the eyes . Figure 2.10(d) exhibits
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Table 2.3: CPU time (seconds) for Figure 2.4− 2.8.

H
HHH

HHH
HHH

Fig

Method
FRC PCMS DPP CV CMF Ours (p = 2)Ours (p = 1)

Plane 16.45 7.48 23.56 11.41 9.71 7.45 6.39

Bird 34.58 17.41 20.32 23.36 4.32 1.87 2.26

Pellet 20.47 9.46 8.95 17.57 8.35 3.77 5.61

3-shape 18.96 0.52 14.87 19.51 4.14 0.85 1.14

(a) given image (b) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(3 segments)

(c) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(4 segments)

(d) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖2
2)

(6 segments)

Figure 2.9: Multiple segmentation results from one single smoothing process.

the brown color on the wing of the Butterfly, while Figure 2.10(b) and (c) only show

the key features.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a two-stage model for vector-valued image seg-

mentation. In the first stage, the quasi-minimal surface term regularizes the image,

and the hill-climbing algorithm in the second stage can efficiently find the thresholds

and segment the image. Numerical results clearly showed the robustness of the model
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(a) given image (b) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(3 segments)

(c) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(6 segments)

(d) our method

(Ψ(u, f) =

‖u− f‖1)

(9 segments)

Figure 2.10: Multiple segmentation results from one single smoothing process.

against noise along with the flexibility and effectiveness of our model. Besides, for

color images, we have illustrated the feasibility of application of the image restoration

model to the color image segmentation. Note that in the first stage, our aim is to re-

duce the singularity and less important features. The future work could be applying

wavelet image restoration models [151] to get a regularized image u. For color image

segmentation, we have improved the hill-climbing approach to locate more accurate

centers. There are many more advanced algorithms in the machine learning field

which could be applied in this step. We also leave this as future work.
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Chapter 3

A Difference of Convex Algorithm

for Multiplicative Noise Removal

3.1 Introduction

Image restoration plays an important part in image processing, since degradation

effects including noise and blur are commonly found in image acquisition. Additive

noise was studied extensively in the literature [44, 93, 104], recently, multiplicative

noise arising in synthetic aperture radar (SAR), sonar and laser images, etc. Remov-

ing multiplicative noise is a tough job because this noise can cause the lost of the

majority of the feathers in the original image. Moreover, it usually comes with blur,

for example, in the circumstances of forming SAR images of moving targets.

For removing blur and multiplicative noise such as Gamma noise, the degraded

image f is given as

f = Auη, (3.1)

where the image f is obtained by a blur operator A [93] acting on an original data u,

and the noise η is multiplied element-wise to the blurred image Au. Here Au refers to

the convolution of A and clean image u. Aubert and Aujol [6] applied the maximum

a posteriori (MAP) formulation to explore (3.1) which leads to a non-convex data

fitting term, the variational model has the form

min
u∈S(Ω)

{∫
Ω

|∇u|+ λ

∫
Ω

(
log(Au) +

f

Au

)}
, (3.2)

where f, u : Ω → R, and Ω is a connected and bounded open domain in R2 with
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Lipschitz boundary. The feasible set S(Ω) = {w ∈ BV (Ω) : w > 0}, where BV (Ω)

stands for the space of functions with bounded variation on Ω. The first term
∫

Ω
|∇u|

denotes the Total Variation (TV) [121] of u, and λ is a positive parameter balances

the TV term and the data fidelity term. The authors adopted the gradient projection

algorithm to solve (3.2), which is referred to as the AA model.

Most improvements have focused on bypassing the non-convexity of the AA model,

such as applying monotonically increasing transform and adding extra terms, but in

the meantime, they also need to pay the cost of deviating from the original denoising

problem. Shi and Osher [125] introduced the mapping z = log u to get a data fitting

term ∫
Ω

(
afe−z +

b

2
f 2e−2z + (a+ b)z

)
, (3.3)

which is strictly convex, where a and b are non-negative constants. With special

settings, (3.3) can be seen as a generalized fidelity term for existing models. When

c=0, this is almost the data fidelity term in the RLO model [120]. When b = 0

and a = c, this is the data fidelity term in AA model under the transform. But

in this way, the regularization is performed over log u instead of the image u itself,

then the smoothing gets distorted–the regulation effect is strengthened at pixels with

values near 0, and weakened at those with large values [125]. Huang, Ng and Wen

[70] also used the transform and they added another data fitting term ‖z − w‖2
2, so

that the regularization is performed over w, and the unique solution can be found

efficiently by an alternating minimization algorithm. Considering the drawback of

the log transform, Dong and Zeng [54] attached extra quadratic penalty term to AA

model to provide convexity.

It has been proved in many applications that, sometimes non-convex models out-

perform the convex ones. For example,when removing additive noise, Nikolova et

al. [104], Ochs et al. [106] and Chen et al. [44, 45] adopted non-convex regulariza-

tion terms to better preserve edge details and numerical algorithms were designed to

solve the proposed models. Also the authors In [92] suggested a difference of isotropic
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and anisotropic TV and found that the non-convex regularization works better than

convex isotropic or anisotropic TV individually. Repetti et al. [118] employed a

non-convex data-fidelity term to solve phase retrieval problems and approximated

the term with a difference of two convex terms, then the forward-backward splitting

method [135] was applied to solve the objective non-convex energy. In image seg-

mentation, minimization of high-order functionals is important, but NP-hard. Tang,

Ayed, and Boykov [130] extended the majorize-minimize approach by relaxing the

upper bound of the original function, then they suggested some pseudo-bound meth-

ods, and got better segmentation results. Punithakumar et al. [117] solved the figure-

ground separation problem with a convex relaxation method, and the new method

lead to more reasonable segments.

In this chapter, we adopt the difference of convex algorithm (DCA) to solve the

AA model, since Aubert and Aujol precisely modeled the corresponding denoising

problems, and their non-convex data fidelity term fits well with the multiplicative

noise. Since the AA model can be split into a difference of convex (DC) functions,

we propose to use DCA to solve (3.2). In the rest of this chapter, first, we briefly

review the DCA in Section 3.2, then section 3.3 describes the DCA and apply it to

solve the AA model, we also prove that the DCA converges to a stationary point.

The numerical experiments in Section 3.4 demonstrate that usually the solution of

the DCA is a better one than the solution of the gradient projection method used by

Aubert and Aujol [6]. Finally, Section 4.5 gives the conclusion and future work.

3.2 Review of the Difference of Convex Algorithm

DC programming has been extensively applied to various fields, and researchers also

have proposed different DC formulations under different practical circumstances [89,

96,101].

For example, Alvarado, Scutari and Pang [3] proposed a novel decomposition
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framework to compute DC-type sum-utility minimization problems arising typically

in Networking. It is included in [79] where An and Tao outlined theoretical and al-

gorithmic aspects of DC programming in Communication Systems. The principles of

DC programming can also be adopted in game theory, Harrington et al. [66] developed

bounding procedures to tackle the collusive game optimization problem. Many image

restoration models have the DC decomposition [90, 92, 122, 146, 148], we have men-

tioned some of them in our introduction. Besides, DC-type optimization problems

arise in many other areas, such as quantitative finance [89], machine learning [101]

and bioinformatics [96].

The DCA was introduced by Tao and be extensively developed by Tao and An

[67, 131, 133]. It can be seem as a primal-dual subdifferential method [67] for the

minimization problems have the form

αp = inf
u∈Rn
{F (u) = G(u)−H(u)} , (3.4)

αd = inf
v∈Rn
{H∗(v)−G∗(v)} , (3.5)

where G(u), H(u) are lower semicontinuous proper convex functions, and G∗(u),

H∗(u) denote their conjugate functions, respectively. Taking account of the fact that

αp = αd [131], (3.5) and (3.4) are mutually dual problems, the authors replace H(u)

in (3.4) with its affine minorization around uk defined by

Huk(u) := H(uk) +
〈
u− uk, vk

〉
, vk ∈ ∂H(uk). (3.6)

In the same way, G∗(v) in (3.5) is also replaced by its affine minorization. Then from

local optimality conditions, the DCA generates two sequences
{
vk
}

and
{
uk
}

from

the following two convex problems,

vk = argmin
v∈Rn

{
H∗(v)− (G∗(vk−1) +

〈
uk, v − vk−1

〉
)
}
, (3.7)

uk+1 = argmin
u∈Rn

{
G(u)− (H(uk) +

〈
u− uk, vk

〉
)
}
. (3.8)

The first subproblem (3.7) is equivalent to

vk = argmin
v∈Rn

{
H∗(v)−

〈
uk, v

〉}
, (3.9)
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which means

H∗(v)−
〈
uk, v

〉
≥ H∗(vk)−

〈
uk, vk

〉
, for all v ∈ Rn.

then from the definition of the subgradient, sequences satisfy uk ∈ ∂H∗
(
vk
)
, or

equivalently, vk ∈ ∂H
(
uk
)
. Analogously, uk+1 ∈ ∂G∗

(
vk
)

[55].

Considering the simple form of H(u) in their application, Yin et al. [148] took the

iteration 
vk ∈ ∂H

(
uk
)
, (3.10a)

uk+1 = argmin
u∈Rn

{
G (u)−

(
H
(
uk
)

+
〈
vk, u− uk

〉)}
. (3.10b)

Actually (3.10) can be regarded as applying the Majorization-minimization (MM)

algorithm to (3.4).

The minimization procedure is performed on a majorization function F̂ which

satisfies F (u) ≤ F̂ (u|uk), (3.11a)

F (uk) = F̂ (uk|uk), (3.11b)

such that

uk+1 = argmin
u∈Rn

F̂ (u|uk).

It is obvious that the value of
{
F
(
uk
)}

decreases monotonically, i.e.,

F (uk+1) ≤ F̂ (uk+1|uk) ≤ F̂ (uk|uk) = F (uk). (3.12)

Convergence properties of the DCA scheme are presented in [132], and summa-

rized as follow

Theorem 3.2.1. The sequences
{
uk
}

generated by the DCA will convergent to a

critical point of G−H, if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) the boundedness of
{
uk
}

;

(2) the set of limit points of
{
uk
}

is finite;

(3) lim
k→∞

∥∥uk − uk+1
∥∥

2
= 0.
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3.3 Our Approach: AA-DCA

We show details of applying the DCA to the AA model (3.2). In Section 3.3.1, we

describe the discretized AA model and numerical algorithm, convergence analysis is

presented in Section 3.3.2, and implementation details are given in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 The Discrete Setting

The discrete setting of the AA model in (3.2) can be written as

min
u∈U
{F (u)} = min

u∈U

{
TV (u) + λ

〈
f

Au
+ log(Au), 1

〉}
, (3.13)

where n is the number of pixels in the image u and U = {ω ∈ Rn : ωi ≥ 0, for i =

1, · · · , n}. The first regularization term TV (u) is an isotropic TV term, more pre-

cisely,

TV (u) = ‖∇u‖2,1 =

∥∥∥∥√|∇xu|2 + |∇yu|2
∥∥∥∥

1

, (3.14)

where∇x denotes the derivative operator in the horizontal direction, while the deriva-

tive operator ∇y works in the vertical direction.

We consider the decomposition: F (u) = G(u)−H(u), so DCA can be applied to

solve (3.13), where 
G(u) = TV (u) + λ

〈
f

Au
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 , (3.15a)

H(u) = −λ 〈log(Au), 1〉+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 , (3.15b)

and c is a positive constant to make sure that the components G,H are strongly

convex. Appling (3.10), we get an iterative scheme as follows,
vk = −λAT

(
1

Auk

)
+ cuk, (3.16a)

uk+1 = argmin
u∈U

{
TV (u) + λ

〈
f

Au
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 −
〈
vk, u

〉}
. (3.16b)

We substitute(3.16a) into (3.16b), and get

uk+1 = argmin
u∈U

{
TV (u) + λ

〈
f

Au
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 + 〈λAT (
1

Auk
)− cuk, u〉

}
, (3.17)
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which is equivalent to

uk+1 = argmin
u∈U,w=Au∈U

{
TV (u) + λ

〈
f

w
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 − 〈v
k, u〉

}
, (3.18)

We consider the Lagrangian of the function in (3.18):

L(u,w; p) = TV (u) + λ

〈
f

w
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 − 〈v
k, u〉+ 〈Au− w, p〉, (3.19)

where the Lagrange multiplier is p. It is well known that TV (u) can be written

as TV (u) = max
q∈Q
〈∇u, q〉, where q denotes the dual variable of the TV, and Q =

{q| ‖q‖∞ ≤ 1} [35]. Therefore, (3.18) can be rewritten as a saddle-point problem:

min
u,w∈U

max
q∈Q,p

{
Ê (u,w; q, p)

}
, (3.20)

where

Ê (u,w; q, p) = 〈∇u, q〉+ λ

〈
f

w
, 1

〉
+
c

2
‖u‖2

2 −
〈
vk, u

〉
+ 〈Au− w, p〉 . (3.21)

3.3.2 Convergence Analysis

In this section, we assume that that the blur kernel is non-negative [28] and bounded

[40, page 223]. The convergence of the sequence
{
uk
}

obtained from (3.17) is proved,

and we show that it converges to a stationary point u∗. First, three lemmas is

introduced: the existence of the problem (3.20) is proved in Lemma 3.3.1, thus giv-

ing well-defined sequence
{
uk
}

in (3.17); Lemma 3.3.2 presents that the objective

functional is a non-increasing one; and Lemma 3.3.3 gives the convergence proof of{
F (uk)

}
, then Proposition 3.3.1 shows that

{
uk
}

converges to a stationary point u∗.

Lemma 3.3.1. The saddle point set for Problem (3.20) is non-empty.

Proof. It is obvious that the Problem (3.20) satisfies the statements (H1) − (H4)

in [81, p. 333,334]. As a result, it follows from [81, Theorem 4.3.1] that the set of

saddle points is non-empty.
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Lemma 3.3.2. Let
{
uk
}

be the sequence generated by the DCA algorithm for solving

(3.13) with the decomposition (3.15), then the following inequality holds,

F
(
uk
)
− F

(
uk+1

)
≥ c

∥∥uk − uk+1
∥∥2

2
. (3.22)

Proof. Because G(u)− c
2
‖u‖2

2 is convex, and vk ∈ ∂G
(
uk+1

)
, we have

G(uk) ≥ G(uk+1) +
〈
uk − uk+1, vk

〉
+
c

2

∥∥uk − uk+1
∥∥2

2
. (3.23)

Similarly, we get

H(uk+1) ≥ H(uk) +
〈
uk+1 − uk, vk

〉
+
c

2

∥∥uk − uk+1
∥∥2

2
. (3.24)

Combining (3.23) and (3.24), we get (3.22).

Lemma 3.3.3. Assume that A is bounded [40, page 223] and non-negative [28] and

the image data f are all positive. Let
{
uk
}

be the sequence generated by the DCA for

solving (3.13), then we have
{
F (uk)

}
is convergent.

Proof. First we prove that F (u) is bounded below. By the assumption fi > 0 ∀i ∈

Ω, denote fmin := mini∈Ω fi > 0. Notice that the mapping x 7→ a
x

+ log(x) for

a > 0 is decreasing if x ∈ (0, a) and increasing if x ∈ (a,∞). In other words,

log(x) + a
x

attains the minimum value of log(a) + 1 at x = a. Thus a lower bound of{
F
(
uk
)}

is (log(fmin)+1)|Ω|. As the sequence
{
F
(
uk
)}

is monotonically decreasing

by Lemma 3.3.2 and bounded below, thus convergent.

Proposition 3.3.1. Suppose that the blur matrix A and input image f satisfy the

assumptions in Lemma 3.3.3. Let
{
uk
}

be the sequence generated by the DCA scheme

for solving (3.13), then the limit point u∗ satisfies the first-order optimality condition

0 ∈ ∂TV (u∗)− λAT
(

f

(Au∗)2

)
+ λAT

(
1

Au∗

)
, (3.25)

which means u∗ is a stationary point.
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2.1 that lim
k→∞

∥∥uk − uk+1
∥∥

2
= 0 and {uk} is bounded,

which imply that the entire sequence converges, i.e., uk → u∗. We show that no com-

ponent in Au∗ can be 0, which imply the well-definedness of the first-order optimality

condition (3.25). Let xk = Auk, we now prove that lim
k→∞

xki 6= 0, for i = 1, · · · , n.

Suppose the set Ω̂ =
{
i : lim

k→∞
xki = 0

}
is non-empty, and we have

〈
f

xk
+ log xk, 1

〉
=

∑
i∈Ω

(
fi
xki

+ log(xki )

)
=

∑
i∈Ω̂

(
fi
xki

+ log(xki )

)
+
∑
i∈Ω\Ω̂

(
fi
xki

+ log(xki )

)

≥
∑
i∈Ω̂

(
fi
xki

+ log(xki )

)
+ (log(fmin) + 1)|Ω \ Ω̂|,

then
〈
f
xk

+ log xk, 1
〉
→ +∞ when k →∞, which contradicts the fact that

{
F
(
uk
)}

has an upper bound.

Then we prove that u∗ satisfies the first-order optimality condition (3.25). From

Lemma 3.3.1, we know that the solution set of (3.20) is non-empty. Let
(
uk+1, wk+1; qk+1, pk+1

)
be the saddle point of (3.20). It follows from Theorem 4.2.5 in [81, p. 332] that

(
qk+1, pk+1

)
= argmaxÊ

(
uk+1, wk+1; q, p

)
, (3.26)

that is

(
qk+1, pk+1

)
= argmax

q∈Q,p

〈
∇uk+1, q

〉
+ λ

〈
f

wk+1
, 1

〉
+
c

2

∥∥uk+1
∥∥2

2

−
〈
vk, uk+1

〉
+
〈
Auk+1 − wk+1, p

〉
,

(3.27)

then

qk+1 = argmax
q∈Q

〈
∇uk+1, q

〉
. (3.28)

At the k + 1 step, we differentiate Ê
(
u,w; qk+1, pk+1

)
with respect to the first

component (u,w), and get
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 − div qk+1 + ATpk+1

−pk+1

+

 0

−λ
(

f

(wk+1)
2

)


+

 cuk+1

0

−
 −λAT ( 1

Auk

)
+ cuk

0

 = 0.

(3.29)

The negative discrete gradient operator ∇ is adjoint to the discrete divergence oper-

ator − div. Likewise, we differentiate Ê
(
uk+1, wk+1; q, p

)
with respect to the second

component (q, p), and get

wk+1 = Auk+1. (3.30)

It follows from (3.29) and (3.30) that the first-order optimality condition at the k+ 1

step reads

− div qk+1 − λAT
(

f

(Auk+1)2

)
+ λAT

(
1

Auk

)
+ c(uk+1 − uk) = 0. (3.31)

Following from the boundedness of A and the convergence of {uk} that

lim
k→∞

{
− div qk+1 − λAT

(
f

(Au∗)2

)
+ λAT

(
1

Au∗

)}
= 0. (3.32)

Then we prove that − div qk+1 ∈ ∂TV (u∗), as k →∞. Following from the definition

of total variation [35] and (3.28), we get that

TV
(
uk+1

)
=
〈
∇uk+1, qk+1

〉
=
〈
uk+1,− div qk+1

〉
. (3.33)

And note that∥∥∇uk+1 −∇u∗
∥∥

2
≤ ‖∇‖2

∥∥uk+1 − u∗
∥∥

2
→ 0, as k →∞, (3.34)

as ||∇||2 ≤ 2
√

2 (cf. [32, 35]). Let k →∞ in (3.33), we get

TV (u∗) =
〈
u∗,− div qk+1

〉
, (3.35)

then it follows from the convexity of total variation that − div qk+1 ∈ ∂TV (u∗), as

k →∞.
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3.3.3 Implementation Details

The primal-dual (PD) algorithm [35] for solving (3.20) is as follow

qm+1 = argmax
q∈Q

{
〈∇um, q〉 −

1

2σ
‖q − qm‖2

2

}
, (3.36)

pm+1 = argmax
p

{
〈Aum − wm, p〉 −

1

2σ
‖p− pm‖2

2

}
, (3.37)

um+1 = argmin
u∈U

{
−〈u, div qm+1〉+

c

2
‖u‖2

2 −
〈
vk, u

〉
+ 〈Au, pm+1〉+

1

2τ
‖u− um‖2

2

}
,

(3.38)

wm+1 = argmin
w

{
λ

〈
f

w
, 1

〉
− 〈w, pm+1〉+

1

2τ
‖w − wm‖2

2

}
, (3.39)

um+1 = 2um+1 − um, (3.40)

wm+1 = 2wm+1 − wm, (3.41)

where positive constants σ, τ satisfy στ < 0.1 [36], vk is defined in (3.16a) from the

outer iteration and we use m for the index of the inner iteration. The solution of

each subproblem (3.36-3.39) reads

qm+1 =
q̂

max (1, |q̂|)
, where q̂ = σ (∇um) + qm, (3.42)

pm+1 = σ (Aum − wm) + pm, (3.43)

um+1 =
[
τ(div qm+1 + vk − ATpm+1) + um

]
/ (cτ + 1) , (3.44)

wm+1 =

{
w|w − τλf

w2
− (τpm+1 + wm) = 0

}
. (3.45)

the Matlab function solve can easily find the real root of the equation in (3.45),

because the the cubic equation has only one real root.

Also, for denoising case, the blur matrix A degenerates to an identity matrix,

thus the above iterations (3.42)-(3.45) can be simplified. To sum up, starting with

the contaminated image as an initial guess, the proposed approach iterates according

to Algorithm 3. The stopping conditions for outer and inner iterations are listed as

follows,
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• the outer loop stops when the relative difference of the energy of the objective

function satisfies

F (uk)− F (uk+1)

F (uk)
< tolout; (3.46)

• the inner loop stops when the relative difference of the Euclidean norm of image

data u satisfies

‖um − um+1‖2

‖um‖2

< tolin. (3.47)

Algorithm 3: solving the problem (3.16)

Input: mNumOut, mNumIn, tolin, tolout, u
1 = f

Output: the restored image uk+1

for k ← 1 to mNumOut do

vk = −λAT
(

1
Auk

)
+ cuk

for m← 1 to mNumIn do

Update qm+1 via (3.42)

Update pm+1 via (3.43)

Update um+1 via (3.44)

Update wm+1 via (3.45)

um+1 = 2um+1 − um

wm+1 = 2wm+1 − wm

if
‖um−um+1‖2
‖um‖2

< tolin then

break

end

end

uk+1 = um

if F (uk)−F (uk+1)
F (uk)

< tolout then

break

end

end
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House Cameraman Parrot

Boat Dock Church MRI

Figure 3.1: Testing images.

3.4 Numerical Results

We consider two applications, image denoising and deblurring, to demonstrate the

performance of the proposed method (AA-DCA) with a comparison to some related

methods: Rudio-Lions-Osher (RLO) [120], Huang-Ng-Wen (HNW) [70], Dong-Zeng

(DZ) [54] and the AA model solved by the gradient projection algorithm (AA-GPA)

[6]. In Section 3.4.1, we consider the images are only polluted by multiplicative

noise, while Section 3.4.2 is devoted to the case that both blur and multiplicative

noise presents. Note that the HNW is a denoising model, thus we only compare with

it in Section 3.4.1. All experiments were performed using Matlab R2013 on a PC

(Windows 7, 3.20GHz CPU, 8GB RAM).

The 7 testing images are shown in Figure 3.1. The multiplicative noise is modeled

as random Gamma noise with probability density function

Kα

Γ (α)
xα−1e−Kx. (3.48)

Note that in the AA model, the authors assumed that α = K, then the mean is
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m = α
K

= 1, and variance is α
K2 = 1

K
, the random Gamma noise in this section is

generated by Matlab function gamrnd. Because of the assumption that mean m = 1,

a projection step,

u :=

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 f(i, j)∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1 max(û(i, j), 0)

max(û, 0) (3.49)

is performed, as proposed in [54], to improve the accuracy.

The common quantitative measurement–peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)

PSNR = 10 log10

 max(û)2

1
NM

(∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1(û(i, j)− u(i, j))2

)


is used to evaluate the restoration results, where u is the restoration result and û is

the original image which has the size M -by-N .

3.4.1 Image Denoising

For different levels of multiplicative noise with K = 10 and K = 6 in (3.48), the

denoising results are presented in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. We use

the symmetric boundary condition, and the intensity values of the clean image range

from 0 to 255, except the HNW model, in which the image is rescaled to [0.03, 0.9] for

better performance. In HNW model, we use the default initial values, tolerance, etc.

recorded by the authors [70], and turn the parameters α and λ carefully to achieve

high PSNR values.

The PSNR values are listed in Table 3.1,we can see that AA-DCA yields the best

results, and its results have better visual quality as well, for example, homogeneous

regions in the results, such as the ’sky’ in Church and Cameraman and the background

in Dock, while ROL and AA-GPA diminish the majority of thin features including

feather in Parrot and the brain tissue in MRI, and blur some important structures,

such as the curve to distinguish lower beak and upper beak in Parrot in Figure 3.3.

Moreover, AA-DCA seems to recover more details than the HNW model, for instance,

the tripod in Cameraman and the mast in Boat.
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degraded RLO DZ HNW AA-GPA AA-DCA

Figure 3.2: Results when removing multiplicative noise with K = 10.
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degraded RLO DZ HNW AA-GPA AA-DCA

Figure 3.3: Results of removing multiplicative noise with K = 6.
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Table 3.1: The comparisons of PSNR values and CPU-time for denoising.

K = 10 K = 6

Images Methods PSNR Time PSNR Time

House RLO 26.07 15.34 24.58 15.78

DZ 26.43 3.65 25.13 3.72

HNW 26.69 5.54 25.41 5.47

AA-GPA 26.18 13.25 25.06 13.43

AA-DCA 27.20 9.59 25.91 12.10

Cameraman RLO 24.27 15.29 23.23 14.87

DZ 25.27 3.40 23.86 3.11

HNW 25.22 3.63 24.02 4.26

AA-GPA 24.62 13.02 23.92 12.85

AA-DCA 25.51 9.37 24.55 12.25

Parrot RLO 24.10 14.52 22.88 15.01

DZ 25.51 3.16 24.18 3.98

HNW 25.48 5.61 24.07 3.95

AA-GPA 24.60 12.13 23.49 12.84

AA-DCA 25.65 9.78 24.56 11.92

Boat RLO 20.97 14.93 20.38 15.68

DZ 21.65 3.32 21.05 3.68

HNW 21.87 5.26 21.12 5.52

AA-GPA 21.24 12.97 20.76 13.66

AA-DCA 22.05 9.13 21.49 13.21

Church RLO 27.87 15.21 27.55 14.88

DZ 28.61 3.42 27.86 3.96

HNW 28.89 5.03 27.22 5.85

AA-GPA 28.02 12.83 27.56 12.74

AA-DCA 29.14 9.41 28.26 12.57

Dock RLO 24.62 14.76 23.32 14.68

DZ 24.82 4.21 24.03 4.83

HNW 25.11 6.15 23.82 6.08

AA-GPA 24.65 12.55 23.53 12.76

AA-DCA 25.13 9.53 24.17 12.24

MRI RLO 26.56 16.14 24.01 16.29

DZ 27.31 4.51 24.81 4.35

HNW 27.46 6.34 24.84 6.58

AA-GPA 26.87 14.16 24.54 14.37

AA-DCA 27.72 9.26 25.13 12.63
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3.4.2 Image Deblurring

Two types of blur: Gaussian blur of size 7 × 7 with a standard deviation of 2, and

motion blur with length 5 and 30◦ angle is added to the image separately, then the

blurred images are contaminated by multiplicative noise with K = 10. In this section,

the periodic boundary condition is imposed. Figure 3.4, 3.5 contain reconstruction

results and degraded images, while Table 3.2 shows the computational time and PSNR

values. Our AA-DCA preserves the visual contrasts of the details such as the pattern

of brain tissue in MRI and the trousers in Cameraman. From Table 3.2, we find that

AA-DCA still gives the best PSNR values. Moreover, AA-DCA takes less time than

the other methods for the deblurring cases. The reason is that other methods requires

more iterations when the image is corrupted by blur. In the DZ model, extra terms

to guarantee convexity contain convolution for deblurring cases, thus they increase

computational complexity, which in turn slows down the computation process. The

proposed method outperforms the other methods in terms of both computational

time and image quality. In Figure 3.6, we plot each computational time versus the

PSNR value, which shows effectiveness and efficiency of our method.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have applied the DCA to solve the AA model. We proved that

the energy of the objective function is monotone decreasing and the algorithm con-

verges to a stationary point. We considered the testing images with two kinds of

degradation in numerical experiments: (1) multiplicative noise, and (2) both blur

and multiplicative noise. These experimental results illustrated that the proposed

AA-DCA method can better recover images compared to some state-of-the-art ap-

proaches, and also outperform the gradient projection algorithm.

We leave the analysis of the convergence rate of the proposed method for future

work, and without assuming that the strongly convexity of decomposition compo-
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Table 3.2: The comparisons of PSNR values and CPU-time for deblurring and denoising.

Motion Blur Gaussian Blur

Images Methods PSNR Time PSNR Time

House RLO 24.82 96.83 23.75 118.62

DZ 25.58 19.60 24.53 19.48

AA-GPA 25.15 92.63 24.22 109.75

AA-DCA 26.29 14.67 25.28 11.87

Cameraman RLO 22.32 102.01 21.53 125.53

DZ 23.21 21.72 21.92 20.95

AA-GPA 22.81 94.64 21.36 112.33

AA-DCA 23.76 14.75 22.59 11.59

Parrot RLO 22.10 95.72 21.21 116.82

DZ 23.50 21.58 21.68 14.25

AA-GPA 23.09 90.88 21.40 107.56

AA-DCA 23.97 14.87 21.76 11.63

Boat RLO 21.02 97.35 20.32 120.71

DZ 21.14 20.27 20.61 20.56

AA-GPA 20.67 95.32 20.15 110.81

AA-DCA 21.59 15.15 21.01 12.42

Church RLO 26.52 98.12 25.74 121.04

DZ 27.12 19.86 26.24 20.12

AA-GPA 26.79 94.24 26.03 111.52

AA-DCA 27.68 15.42 26.72 12.69

Dock RLO 22.98 95.98 22.63 120.41

DZ 23.58 18.91 22.92 18.35

AA-GPA 23.21 90.76 22.22 108.13

AA-DCA 24.22 14.75 23.25 11.32

MRI RLO 25.90 97.34 24.86 120.79

DZ 26.78 19.46 25.33 19.16

AA-GPA 25.87 93.87 25.03 111.35

AA-DCA 26.81 15.98 25.45 12.54
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degraded RLO DZ AA-GPA AA-DCA

Figure 3.4: Results of different methods when restoring the degraded images contam-

inated by motion blur with angle 30 and length 5 , then corrupted by multiplicative

noise with K = 10.
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degraded RLO DZ AA-GPA AA-DCA

Figure 3.5: Results of different methods when restoring the degraded images con-

taminated by Gaussian blur of size 7×7 and standard deviation 2 and then corrupted

by multiplicative noise with K = 10.
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Figure 3.6: The plot of computational time versus PSNR values. Top: restoration

of the degraded Cameraman corrupted by multiplicative noise with K = 6 in Figure

3.3; bottom: restoration of the degraded House corrupted by motion blur with length

5 and angle 30 and then multiplicative noise with K = 10 in Figure 3.4.
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nents, examination of the convergence behavior of the DCA is a challenge job. We

will also explore that along with an approximated version of the DCA which does not

requrie that the subproblem be solved exactly when the current solution is far from

the optimal.
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Chapter 4

A Regularized Non-local Total

Variation Model

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Review of Image Restoration Models

In recent years, nonlocal variational models [50,62,93,114] are widely used to recover

degraded images, because of their capability to utilize the information from the whole

image. However, to our knowledge, there is no application of this technology to thin

structure detection. In this chapter, we design a regularized nonlocal total variation

(RNLTV) model to restore thin features. When treated by conventional models,

thin structures in the damaged image can be completely overlooked and become

undetectable, due to their low contrast. For example, in the inpainting process,

most plausible intensity values are propagated to the missing domains based on the

surrounding data, thus the dominated background color has usually been synthesized

into the position in the damaged areas where should belong to the thin foreground

features. And in the denoising case, thin structures can be mistakenly recognized as

singularities, then get smoothed out with noise.

Total variation (TV) has drawn much attention after Rudin, Osher and Fatemi

suggested the ROF model [121] for denoising, the variational formulation can be

written as,

argmin
u∈Ω

|∇u|+ λ‖u− I‖2, (4.1)
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where u denote the desired clean image, Ω is the image domain, and I is the given

image. This model has later been extended to image inpainting [13, 37]. The reg-

ularization term |∇u| can preserver sharp edges, but causes the drawbacks such as

over-smooth in the texture regions, because texture is mistaken for singularity as the

TV term only checks the local information [74].

Generalized from the Yaroslavsky neighborhood filter [147], nonlocal means (NLM)

proposed by Buades, Coll and Morel [24] can remove noise efficiently while preserving

textures. The idea is to restore the pixel in the contaminated image u via averaging

the nearby similar pixels. The weight between the pixel and its neighbour is cal-

culated based on ’patch’ instead of the intensity values of themselves. That is to

say, the weight function vu(x, y) is evaluated based on the resemblance between the

patch around the pixel x and the patch around its neighbour pixel y. Thus the NLM

solution at the pixel x is defined as

NLMI(x) =
1

C(x)

∫
Ω

vI(x, y)I(y)dy,

where

C(x) =

∫
Ω

vI(x, y)dy,

vI(x, y) = exp(−D(x, y, t)

h2
), (4.2)

D(x, y) =

∫
R2

Ga |N(x)−N(y)|2 dt

The factor C(x) normalizing NLMI(x) is the summation of the weight function

vI(x, y) in Ω. The Gaussian kernel Ga with standard deviation a is applied to the

’patch’ area and h is a filtering parameter, and N(x) represents the patch centered

at x. We can see that a pixel in a thin structure may be smoothed out by its

nearby pixels in background. For example, in a search region centered at a pixel x

located on a thin structure, like a thin rope, the patch distance D(x, y) between x

and a background pixel y, may be smaller than the intensity difference of the two

pixels themselves |I(x)− I(y)|2, which is already inconspicuous. Especially, lager
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patch size may lead to a substantial underestimation of the difference between the

two pixels [56], and because of the ’false resemblance’, a large weight value will be

assigned between them. Even worse, due to the property of the exponential map, the

weight can be further magnified. If the number of the above mentioned background

pixel y with large weight value are overwhelming, the thin structure depicting by the

pixel x can even disappear after NLM takes those pixels as similar ones and average

them with the center pixel x.

Gilboa and Osher [61, 62] incorporated the NLM model into a variational formu-

lation to better recover the texture. In [62], they considered the Nonlocal (NL) ROF

model as follow:

JNLTV (u) + λ‖u− I‖2,

where the nonlocal total variation (NLTV) term JNLTV is defined as

JNLTV (u) =

∫
Ω

√∫
Ω

D̄(x, y)vu(x, y)dxdy, (4.3)

where D̄(x, y) = (u(x)− u(y))2. They also extended Chambolles projection algo-

rithm [32] to solve the NL ROF model. Considering the application such as com-

pressive sensing, when the low sample rate may lead to a bad initial guess of the

weight function, some authors [114, 155] suggested to update the weights during the

iterations to improve the accuracy. For example, Zhang, et al. [155] employed patches

and updated the weights by recomputing the initial step (4.2) with the image value

in the current iteration, and a similar updating process is used in [5, 114]. To trade

off between the accuracy and computational costs, the authors only reevaluate the

weights every few steps [155], e.g., every 20 steps, and in practical implementation,

they only use the first few largest weights in a local search window and set the rest of

them to zeros, thus, in practical situations, the convergence of the method may not

satisfied.

Exemplar-based approaches [83,142] also use patches to produce striking inpaint-

ing results. Those algorithms are later explained in two directions; From a proba-
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bilistic point of view, Levina and Bickel [83] provided a theoretical background to

explain their ability to synthesize texture. Aujol, Ladjal and Masnou [9] formulated

the idea of those algorithms as variational models to give an explanation of their abil-

ity to recover geometric features. However, this family of methods suffers from the

stability problems. To inpaint certain area in the missing domain, these patch-wised

algorithms first search around for a best match patch, then the central pixel or the

entire patch is synthesized to the missing area, thus the order to process pixels, the

distance metric for locating best matching patches, and the size of patches will all

affect the finial results [9, 48].

The proposed model is directly inspired by the early work in [113, 114]. Peyre,

et al. [113] considered the weights v defined in the NLM as a graph, and updated v

using (4.2) with the current image information in each iteration. To reject dissimilar

neighbours, they chose a noise dependant constant ρ, when the patch distance be-

tween two pixels is larger than ρ, they set the weight value between them to 0. The

authors also mentioned the difficult of setting the filtering parameter h [113], because,

for example, in denoising cases, it should be proportional to the noise level which was

continuously changing in iterations. Peyre, et al. [114] later extended [113] and [155]

by regularizing the graph v. The resulting model has two regularization terms, the

first term Jv(u) regularizes the image, while the second term E(v) constrains the

graph v. Indeed, to better recover the texture, the non-local regularization term

was chosen to be the patch variation of JNLTV (u) in (4.3), which are also adopted

in [5, 59, 112]. Analogous to the previous work [113], the authors kept the constant

ρ to reject the dissimilar patches by setting the weight between them to 0. Theo-

retically their method requires a lower bound of weights in v to ensure convergence.

Since they used patches, and an exponential map was adopted in the updating pro-

cess of the graph v, thus this new model also diminished thin structures as the other

patch-wised approaches.

In this chapter, we present a regularized nonlocal total variation (RNLTV) model,
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which is inspired from the framework in [114]. The regularization term for weights v is

customized to preserve thin structures in the images. In Section 4.2, we presents our

RNLTV model. Section 4.3 details the proximal alternating linearized minimization

(PALM) algorithm [17] to solve the proposed model. The numerical experiments in

Section 4.4 demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.

4.2 The Problem and The Studied Model

We define an image restoration problem, before presenting our regularized nonlocal

total variation (RNLTV) model.

4.2.1 The Problem

Given an degraded image I ∈ RP , and P is a lattice of pixels on which the degraded

image is known, we assume that I is obtained from a perfect unknown image u ∈ RP

by

I = Hu+ b,

where H is a known linear operator and the noise b ∈ RP with standard deviation

σ > 0. We assume that P is periodized, so that for any (p, q) ∈ P2 the sum p + q is

well defined as p+ q ∈ P and p+ P = P .

4.2.2 The Studied Model

We consider a set B ⊂ P , in the typical situation, B is a square centered at the pixel

p ∈ P with radius r, which indicates a neighborhood with 2r + 1 × 2r + 1 pixels.

We then define weights vp = (vpq )q∈B, where the weight vpq measures the similarity

between up and up+q, said differently, vp can be seen as the parameters of a finite

difference operator defined at the pixel p. In practice we will force these weights in
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B to be in the set

U =

{
vp ∈ RB+,

∑
q∈B

vpq = 1

}
,

where R+ are the non-negative reals. We denote the collection of all the weights by

v = (vp)p∈P ∈ UP .

Given v, we present the definition of the non-local total variation of u ∈ RP by

TV (v, u) =
∑
p∈P

Ψµ

(∑
q∈B

vpq (up − up+q)2

) 1
2

 ,

where µ > 0 and Ψµ is the Moreau envelope of the absolute value function, also

called Huber function [14, page 368]:

ψµ(t) =

 |t| −
µ
2

, if |t| ≥ µ,

t2

2µ
, otherwise.

Note that (4.3) is a continuous analogue of (4.2.2) without the Huber norm Ψµ.

Moreover, for any v and v′ ∈ U , we define the similarity between v and v′ by

‖v − v′‖2 =
∑
q∈B

|vq − v′q|2.

We consider, for any v ∈ UP , the regularity criterion R defined by

R(v) = γ
∑
p∈P

∑
p′∈N

‖vp − vp+p′‖2, (4.4)

where γ is a non-negative parameter and N is a small neighborhood of 0.

Finally, we consider a data fidelity term D. This term either takes the form

D(u) = λ‖Hu− I‖2,

for some parameter λ ≥ 0, or, for a parameter τ ≥ 0,

D(u) = χ|‖Hu−I‖2≤τ (u),

where the indicator function χ|C is 0 if the condition C is satisfied and infinity other-

wise. The advantage of the latter formulation is that τ can be deduced from the noise
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standard deviation σ (A standard choice is indeed τ = |P|σ2, and we will discuss the

data fidelity terms in detail later in Section 4.3.5).

The restored image we are interested in is the argument u of a minimizer of

argmin
u∈RP ,v∈UP

R(v) + TV (v, u) +D(u). (4.5)

Although the parameters are not presented explicitly in (4.5), the model depends on

the parameters µ, γ and either λ or τ .

4.2.3 Comments on the Problem

The connectivity principle [75, 98] states that human prefers to see that disjoint

edges are connected through the missing domains. It is well-known that the classic

inpainting models including TV models [13,37], have difficulty in connecting the ’slim’

objects [39,42], thus inpainting methods involving higher order information [39,123],

such as curvature, were proposed to improve the results. However, if the size of the

unknown regions separating slim objects get too large, then even the fourth-order

PDE-based model (TV-H−1) [123] will leave the thin structures broken. From Figure

4.1, we can see that TV model do not connect any lines, TV-H−1 can connect the

middle one, but a eclipse with wrong color is filled between the disjoint lines, and

the zero curvature on the line could be the reason leads to the bizarre shape. Our

RNLTV connects the broken lines and exactly restores the middle line.

We focus on maximizing the ability of the NLTV model to restore thin structures

by allowing the weights v in the nonlocal TV to change during the iterations. Note

that the conventional NLTV is essentially a local method [68], due to the limited size

of the window and the patch, NLTV can not use the global information in the whole

image to further restore the polluted image. Similarly, the NLM [23] was proposed as

a global method to search the whole image for similar pixels [80], but implemented

as a ’semi-local’ way [25], that means the searchings are only restricted to a local

window. Additionally, increasing the size of the local search region will also cause

heavy computational burden, and can not always lead to improvements [61, 80].
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clean polluted TV TV-H−1 RNLTV

Figure 4.1: A synthetic image with thin lines contaminated by 11 × 11 missing

squares. In the case of large missing areas both the TV [37] and the fourth-order

PDE-based inpainting model (TV-H−1) [123] fails to follow the Connectivity Principle

properly, but our RNLTV can connect those disjoint thin lines.

We impose an independent regularization between weights to utilize the global

features of the image. On the one hand, we break the restriction on each search

region to collect the global information form the image. More specifically, from each

search window, we grab one weight in the same corresponding location of the window,

and assemble them to the same size as the image. After we group all weights, the

regularization is imposed on each set of weights. Since every local search window

contributes one weight to form the group of weights, the regularization term R(v)

will collect such global information across the whole image to promote imaginary

’weights edge’, thus more valuable neighbours will have larger weight values, while

less relevant neighbours will have smaller ones. Our R(v) does not directly rely on

the intensity differences in a local search window such as in [113,114], and the global

information is used to reveal the damaged thin structures. On the other hand, the

sum of all weights in every window is rescaled to one, which means, from the view

of weights, we treat each window equally no matter it contains distinctive geometric

features or thin structures. Moreover, our updating weights process is parameter

independent, for example, in the denoising case, normally the noise level decreases as

the iteration continues, and in (4.2), the filtering parameter h depends on the noise

level, so theoretically one requires to adapt h in the iteration to get more accurate
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weights value [113, 114]. Also as the image value gets close to the clean image, the

weight between two pixels generated from the difference of patches may deviate from

its true value; on the contrary, our regularization process does not rely on parameters

and it becomes more accurate as the denoising result approaches the clean image.

4.3 Implementation Details

We give the details of applying the PALM algorithm [17] to solve (4.5). First, we

describe the notations in the algorithm in Section 4.3.1. Next, we provide derivations

of the components of the algorithm. Section 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 are devoted to

computing the gradients of the regularization terms in (4.5) and related metrics,

then we discuss the two proximal operators in Section 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 separately.

4.3.1 Notations and Overview of the Algorithm

In the last couple of years, alternating minimization algorithms [8, 17, 43, 46, 47, 109]

were developed to solve optimization problems over multiple variables, we mainly

use the PALM algorithm proposed in [17] to solve (4.5), and also consider variable

metrics as in [47], due to the nonconvex, nonsmooth nature of our objective function.

The resulting algorithm is described in Algorithm 4.

Here, for any finite set C, we denote its cardinality by |C|. We also denote for

any finite dimensional vector space V (in practice we have either V = RP , V = RP×B

or V = RB) and any definite operator L mapping this vector space into itself, the

weighted norm [47]

‖x‖L = 〈x, Lx〉
1
2 , ∀x ∈ V,

where 〈., .〉 denotes the usual scalar product in V . When L is an identity matrix

(L = Id), we simply denote ‖x‖ instead of ‖x‖Id.

We denote ∇uTV (v, u) and ∇vTV (v, u) as the partial gradient of TV (., .) with

regards to the variable u and v respectively. For any v ∈ UP and any u ∈ RP , we
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assume that we know a linear operator Lv and constants lu and l′u (for the detailed

derivation see Section 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) satisfying the majorization conditions [47]

described below:

• For any v ∈ UP , Lv is such that there exists m > 0 satisfying

‖u‖Lv ≥ m‖u‖, ∀u ∈ RP ,

and for any u and u′ ∈ RP

TV (v, u′) ≤ TV (v, u) + 〈∇uTV (v, u) , u′ − u〉+
1

2
〈u′ − u, Lv(u′ − u)〉 . (4.6)

• For any u ∈ RP , lu ≥ 0 and l′u ≥ 0 are such that lu + l′u > 0 and for any v and

v′ ∈ UP

TV (v′, u) ≤ TV (v, u) + 〈∇vTV (v, u) , v′ − v〉+
lu
2
‖v′ − v‖2 (4.7)

and

R(v′) ≤ R(v) + 〈∇R(v), v′ − v〉+
l′u
2
‖v′ − v‖2. (4.8)

Moreover, the proximal operators used in Algorithm 4 are defined, for any u′ ∈ RP ,

by

proxDLv (u′) = argmin
u∈RP

D(u) +
1

2
‖u− u′‖2

Lv , (4.9)

and for any v′ ∈ UP ,

proxχ|UP (v′) = argmin
v∈UP

‖v − v′‖2, (4.10)

simply is the orthogonal projection onto UP .

In summary, the proposed method minimizes the two variables u and v alterna-

tively according to the two proximal steps in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Overview of the algorithm

Input:

I: Degraded image

H: Linear operator to invert

B: Support of the weights

N : Support for the finite differences defining R

γ, µ, λ/τ : parameters

Output:

u: restored image

v: weights

begin

Initialize the image u and v;

while not converged do

step 1: Update u:

u = proxDLv
(
u− L−1

v ∇uTV (v, u)
)

step 2: Update v:

v = proxχ|UP
(
v − 1

lu + l′u
(∇vTV (v, u) +∇R(v))

)

end

end

The Algorithm 4 has many advantages. In the context of our problem, it is shown

in [47] that the sequence generated by (even an inexact version of) Algorithm 4 has

good convergence properties:

• The objective function decays along the iterative process.

• The iterates converge to a stationary point of our problem.

• The sum over the iterative process of the distance between two successive iter-
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ates is finite.

• Convergence rates depending on the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz characterization of

the objective function of (4.5) are provided in [47].

Finally, in order to implement the algorithm, we need to

• compute ∇uTV (v, u) and construct the operator Lv (see Section 4.3.2);

• compute ∇vTV (v, u) and the constant lu satisfying (4.6) (see Section 4.3.3);

• compute ∇R(v) and the constant l′u satisfying (4.7) (see Section 4.3.4);

• compute the proximal operator (4.9) (see Section 4.3.5);

• compute the proximal operator (4.10) (see Section 4.3.6).

4.3.2 Calculation of ∇uTV (v, u) and Lv

We consider the following non-local analogue of the finite difference operator:

Dv : RP −→ RP×B

u = (up)p∈P 7−→
(√

vpq (up − up+q)
)

(p,q)∈P×B

We also denote, for p ∈ P , (Dvu)p = ((Dvu)p,q)q∈B ∈ RB and ‖(Dvu)p‖ =
√∑

q∈B(Dvu)2
p,q.

Lemma 4.3.1. For any w = (wp,q)(p,q)∈P×B, we have the following formula for the

adjoint of Dv,

(D∗vw)p =
∑
q∈B

(√
vpq wp,q −

√
vp−qq wp−q,q

)
,∀p ∈ P .

Proof. We consider u ∈ RP , v ∈ UP and w ∈ RP×B. We then have

〈Dvu,w〉 =
∑
q∈B

∑
p∈P

√
vpq (up − up+q)wp,q.
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Moreover, for any q ∈ B∑
p∈P

√
vpq (up − up+q)wp,q =

∑
p∈P

√
vpqupwp,q −

∑
p∈P

√
vpqup+qwp,q,

=
∑
p∈P

√
vpqupwp,q −

∑
p∈P

√
vp−qq upwp−q,q,

=
∑
p∈P

up(
√
vpqwp,q −

√
vp−qq wp−q,q).

Therefore,

〈Dvu,w〉 =
∑
p∈P

up

(∑
q∈B

(√
vpqwp,q −

√
vp−qq wp−q,q

))
,

from which we conclude that

(D∗vw)p =
∑
q∈B

(√
vpq wp,q −

√
vp−qq wp−q,q

)
,∀p ∈ P .

Lemma 4.3.2. For w ∈ RP×B, given the norm

‖w‖∞,2 = max
p∈P
‖wp‖, where wp = (wp,q)q∈B ∈ RB,

then for any u ∈ RP and any (fixed) v ∈ UP ,

TV (v, u) = max
‖w‖∞,2≤1

〈Dvu,w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2. (4.11)

Proof. First, notice that if for all p ∈ P we know w∗p ∈ RB such that

w∗p = argmax
w∈RB:‖w‖≤1

〈Dvup, w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2, (4.12)

where we denote Dvup = (Dvup,q)q∈B ∈ RB; we can deduce from the optimality of all

its components w∗p that w∗ = (w∗p)p∈P ∈ RP×B satisfies

w∗ = argmax
w∈RP×B:‖w‖∞,2≤1

〈Dvu,w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2.

In order to calculate w∗p, for a given p ∈ P , we first remark that there exists

α∗p ≥ 0 such that

w∗p = α∗pDvup.
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Then, if we use this expression in (4.12) we have that

α∗p = argmax
α‖Dvup‖≤1

α‖Dvup‖2 − µ

2
α2‖Dvup‖2,

= argmax
α‖Dvup‖≤1

α(1− µα

2
),

=


1

‖Dvup‖ , if 1
µ
> 1
‖Dvup‖ ,

1
µ

, otherwise.

We finally obtain that

w∗p =


Dvup
µ

, if ‖(Dvu)p‖ ≤ µ,

Dvup
‖(Dvu)p‖ , otherwise.

This corresponds to the expression of w∗(u)p in Proposition 1.

If we now use the expression for w∗p in the objective function, we find that

max
w∈RB:‖w‖≤1

〈Dvup, w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2 =

〈
Dvup, w

∗
p

〉
− µ

2
‖w∗p‖2

=


‖Dvup‖2

2µ
, if ‖Dvup‖ ≤ µ,

‖Dvup‖ − µ
2

, otherwise.

= Ψµ(‖Dvup‖).

As a consequence,

max
‖w‖∞,2≤1

〈Dvu,w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2 =

∑
p∈P

〈
Dvup, w

∗
p

〉
− µ

2
‖w∗p‖2 = TV (v, u).

From the expression (4.11) and using the Theorem 1 in [100], we can deduce the

following proposition. Notice that a similar statement and construction is given for

the usual local total variation in [144].

Proposition 1. For any u ∈ RP , we have

∇uTV (v, u) = D∗vw
∗(u),
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where w∗(u) ∈ RP×B is the maximizer of (4.11) and is provided in closed form by:

w∗(u)p,q =


(Dvu)p,q

µ
, if ‖(Dvu)p‖ ≤ µ,

(Dvu)p,q
‖(Dvu)p‖ , otherwise.

Moreover, u→ ∇uTV (v, u) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant

lv =

√
2
√
|B|+ 1

µ
.

As a consequence, we have for any u and u′ ∈ RP

TV (v, u′) ≤ TV (v, u) + 〈∇uTV (v, u) , u′ − u〉+
lv
2
‖u′ − u‖2. (4.13)

Proof. Let us first restate the theorem 1 in [100] and adapt it to the context. This

result considers finite dimensional real vector spaces V1 and V2, a linear operator

A : V1 → V2, a parameter µ > 0 and a function

fµ(x) = max
u∈Q2

〈Ax, u〉 − µ

2
‖u‖2 ,∀x ∈ V1

where Q2 ⊂ V2 is a closed convex bounded set.

It is stated and proved in [100] that the function fµ is continuously differentiable

at any x ∈ V1. Moreover, if we denote uµ(x) the unique solution of the maximization

problem defining fµ, we have:

∇fµ(x) = A∗uµ(x),

where A∗ is the adjoint of A. Moreover, x 7−→ fµ(x) is Lipschitz continuous with

constant

Lµ =
‖A‖V1→V2

µ
,

where

‖A‖V1→V2 = max
‖x‖≤1

‖Ax‖.

The Proposition 1 is a straightforward application of this statement to the function

TV (v, u) = max
‖w‖∞,2≤1

〈Dvu,w〉 −
µ

2
‖w‖2.
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In order to compute the Lipschitz constant, we need however to find an upper bound

to ‖Dv‖RP→RP×B . In order to compute it, we consider u ∈ RP . We have for any

v ∈ UP

‖Dvu‖2 =
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈B

vpq (up − up+q)2

≤ 2
∑
p∈P

∑
q∈B

vpq
(
u2
p + u2

p+q

)
≤ 2

∑
p∈P

u2
p + 2

∑
q∈B

∑
p∈P

u2
p+q

≤ 2‖u‖2 + 2|B|‖u‖2,

where |B| denotes the cardinality of B. We then deduce1 that for any v ∈ UP

‖Dv‖RP→RP×B ≤
√

2
√
|B|+ 1.

Finally, it is standard that (4.13) is a consequence of the fact that lv =
√

2
√
|B|+1

µ
is a

Lipschitz bound for u 7−→ ∇uTV (v, u).

A straightforward consequence of (4.13) is that for any diagonalizable linear oper-

ator L whose eigenvalues are all larger than 1, the property (4.6) holds for Lv = lvL.

4.3.3 Calculation of ∇vTV (v, u) and lu

Let us first define, for any fixed u ∈ RP , the linear operator Au :

RP×B −→ RP ,

(vp,q)(p,q)∈P×B 7−→
(∑

q∈B vp,q(up − up+q)2
)
p∈P

.

The interest for this operator comes from the fact that for any v ∈ UP

TV (v, u) =
∑
p∈P

Ψµ

(√
(Auv)p

)
.

Notice that, when v ∈ UP , we have for any p ∈ P

(Auv)p ≥ 0.

1Notice that a similar upper bound is provided in [33] for the usual finite differences.
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Lemma 4.3.3. For any w ∈ RP , the adjoint A∗u of Au is given by

(A∗uw)p,q = wp(up − up+q)2, ∀(p, q) ∈ P × B.

Proof. Let u ∈ RP , v ∈ RP×B and w ∈ RP , we have

〈Auv, w〉 =
∑
p∈P

wp
∑
q∈B

vp,q(up − up+q)2

=
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

vp,q
(
wp(up − up+q)2

)
We then deduce that the adjoint A∗u of Au is given for any w ∈ RP by

(A∗uw)p,q = wp(up − up+q)2 ,∀(p, q) ∈ P × B.

Using these notations, we can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. For any fixed u ∈ RP , we have for any v ∈ UP

∇vTV (v, u) = A∗uu
∗(v),

where for all p ∈ P

(u∗(v))p =


1

2
√

(Auv)p
, if
√

(Auv)p ≥ µ,

1
2µ

, if µ >
√

(Auv)p ≥ 0.

Moreover, the function v 7−→ TV (v, u) is concave over RP×B+ and (4.7) holds for

lu = 0.

Proof. Considering v ∈ UP , u ∈ RP and a small variation h ∈ RP×B, we have We

finally conclude that

∇vTV (v, u) = A∗uu
∗(v),

where for all p ∈ P

(u∗(v))p =
Ψ′µ

(√
(Auv)p

)
2
√

(Auv)p
.
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Using the simple closed form expression for the derivative Ψ′µ, we get

(u∗(v))p =


1

2
√

(Auv)p
, if
√

(Auv)p ≥ µ,

1
2µ

, if µ ≥
√

(Auv)p ≥ 0.

This proves the first part of Proposition 2.

Let us now show that v 7−→ TV (v, u) is concave over RP×B+ . In order to do so, we

rewrite the latter formula under the form (u∗(v))p = ϕ((Auv)p) where the function

ϕ is defined for t ≥ 0 by

ϕ(t) =


1

2
√
t

, if
√
t ≥ µ,

1
2µ

, if µ ≥
√
t ≥ 0.

Notice that the function ϕ is non-increasing and therefore

(ϕ(t1)− ϕ(t2))(t1 − t2) ≤ 0 ,∀(t1, t2) ∈ R2. (4.14)

We now consider v and v′ ∈ RP×B+ and u ∈ RP . Using Taylor’s Theorem, we know

that exists t ∈ [0, 1] such that v” = tv′ + (1− t)v satisfies

TV (v′, u)− TV (v, u)− 〈∇vTV (v, u), v′ − v〉

= 〈∇vTV (v”, u)−∇vTV (v, u), v′ − v〉

= 〈u∗(v”)− u∗(v),Au(v
′ − v)〉

= sump∈P (ϕ(Auv”p)− ϕ(Auvp))
(
Auv

′
p −Auvp

)
.

However, for any p ∈ P , Auv”p − Auvp = t(Auv
′
p − Auvp) and Auv”p − Auvp and

Auv
′
p −Auvp have the same sign. Using (4.14), we then get

(ϕ(Auv”p)− ϕ(Auvp))
(
Auv

′
p −Auvp

)
≤ 0

and finally

TV (v′, u)− TV (v, u)− 〈∇vTV (v, u), v′ − v〉 ≤ 0.

This concludes the proof.
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4.3.4 Calculation of ∇R(v) and l′u

Let us first define the linear operator B:

RP×B −→ RP×B×N ,

(vp,q)(p,q)∈P×B 7−→ (vp,q − vp+p′,q)(p,q,p′)∈P×B×N .

We immediately deduce from (4.4) that for any v ∈ RP×B

R(v) = γ ‖Bv‖2.

Lemma 4.3.4. The adjoint B∗ of B is provided for any w ∈ RP×B×N by

(B∗w)p,q =
∑
p′∈N

wp,q,p′ − wp−p′,q,p′ , ∀(p, q) ∈ P × B.

Proof. We consider v ∈ RP×B and w ∈ RP×B×N , we have

〈Bv,w〉 =
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∑
p′∈N

(vp,q − vp+p′,q)wp,q,p′ ,

=
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∑
p′∈N

vp,qwp,q,p′ −
∑
p′∈N

∑
(p,q)∈P×B

vp+p′,qwp,q,p′ ,

=
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

vp,q
∑
p′∈N

wp,q,p′ −
∑
p′∈N

∑
(p,q)∈P×B

vp,qwp−p′,q,p′ ,

=
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

vp,q

(∑
p′∈N

wp,q,p′ − wp−p′,q,p′
)
.

We then deduce that the adjoint B∗ of B is provided for any w ∈ RP×B×N by

(B∗w)p,q =
∑
p′∈N

wp,q,p′ − wp−p′,q,p′ ,∀(p, q) ∈ P × B.

We can now state the following proposition.

Proposition 3. For any v ∈ UP , we have

∇R(v) = 2γB∗Bv.

Moreover, v → ∇R(v) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 6
√

2γ|N |. As

a consequence, (4.8) holds for l′u = 6
√

2γ|N |.
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Proof. For any v ∈ UP , given the expression

R(v) = γ ‖Bv‖2

we immediately have

∇R(v) = 2γB∗Bv.

We only need to calculate the Lipschitz constant l′u provided in Proposition 3. In

order to do so, we consider v and v′ ∈ UP and denote w = v′ − v. We have

‖∇R(v′)−∇R(v)‖2

= 4γ2
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∣∣∣∣∣∑
p′∈N

(Bwp,q,p′ −Bwp−p′,q,p′)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

= 4γ2
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∣∣∣∣∣∑
p′∈N

(2wp,q − wp+p′,q − wp−p′,q)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

= 4γ2
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∣∣∣∣∣2|N |wp,q −∑
p′∈N

wp+p′,q −
∑
p′∈N

wp−p′,q

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

≤ 4γ2
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

3

4|N |2w2
p,q +

(∑
p′∈N

wp+p′,q

)2

+

(∑
p′∈N

wp−p′,q

)2


≤ 12γ2

4|N |2‖w‖2 + |N |
∑

(p,q)∈P×B

∑
p′∈N

w2
p+p′,q + |N |

∑
(p,q)∈P×B

∑
p′∈N

w2
p−p′,q


≤ 12γ26|N |2‖w‖2 = 12γ26|N |2‖v′ − v‖2.

We then conclude that v 7−→ ∇R(v) is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 6
√

2γ|N |.

This concludes the proof.

4.3.5 Calculation of proxDLv (u′)

Below, we provide the details for the three data fidelity terms considered in this

chapter. In the denoising case, H is a identity; for the purpose of image inpainting,

H stands a mask matrix. We use such an operator H to model the loss of parts of

the image.
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• When D(u) = λ‖u− I‖2 and Lv = lvId.

In this case, we want to compute

prox
λ‖H.−I‖2
Lv

(u′) = argmin
u∈RP

λ‖Hu− I‖2 +
lv
2
‖u− u′‖2,

= argmin
u∈RP

λ‖ΛBu−BI‖2 +
lv
2
‖Bu−Bu′‖2.

prox
λ‖H.−I‖2
Lv

(u′) = argmin
u∈RP

λ‖Hu− I‖2 +
lv
2
‖u− u′‖2,

= argmin
u∈RP

λ‖ΛBu−BI‖2 +
lv
2
‖Bu−Bu′‖2.

• When D(u) = χ|‖u−I‖2≤τ (u) and Lv = lv.

In that setting, we have

prox
χ|‖Hu−I‖2≤τ
Lv

(u′) = argmin
u:‖Hu−I‖2≤τ

‖u− u′‖2
Lv ,

= argmin
u:‖Hu−I‖2≤τ

‖H(u− u′)‖2,

= argmin
u:‖ΛBu−BI‖2≤τ

‖ΛBu− ΛBu′‖2.

• When D(u) = λ‖Hu − I‖2 and H encoded the status of pixels for

inpainting.

More specifically, for every p ∈ P , Hp = 0 if p is a missing pixel, while Hp = 1

when p is an intact pixel.

In this case,

prox
λ‖H.−I‖2
Lv

(u′) = argmin
u∈RP

λ‖Hu− I‖2 +
lv
2
‖u− u′‖2,

= u∗.

and obviously

u∗ =

 u′ , if Hp = 0 (inpainting domain),

2λI+lvu′

2λ+lv
, if Hp = 1.
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4.3.6 Calculation of proxχ|UP (v′)

The computation of

proxχ|UP (v′) = argmin
v∈UP

‖v − v′‖2

is again given in closed form. Indeed, we can first remark that if, for every p ∈ P , we

know

v∗p = argmin
v∈U

‖v − v′p‖2, (4.15)

we can reconstruct the solution v∗ = (v∗p)p∈P we are looking for. In other words,

in order to solve the optimization problem defining proxχ|UP (v′) we can compute

|P| projections independently, defined by(4.15), with variables in RB. The latter

problems are non-negative `1 problems whose solutions are given in closed form2 by

soft-thresholding the |B| coordinates of v′p with the correct threshold (which might

be negative).

4.4 Numerical experiments

In this section, We consider two applications, image inpainting and denoising, on

both synthetic and natural images, and demonstrate the performance of the proposed

RNLTV model with a comparison to some related methods. In particular, we use

different data-fidelity terms mentioned before as shown in Table 4.1, and the periodic

boundary condition is used. In Section 4.4.1, we suggested an isotropic indicator

I ∈ RP to illustrate the distribution of v. Section 4.4.2 is devoted to restoration

of images with missing information, while images contaminated by white Gaussian

noise are considered in Section 4.4.3.

2As a matter of fact, this statement only holds when all the coordinates of vp are different. In

practice, we achieve this by adding a negligible random noise before computing proxχ|UP (v′).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: (a) A coordinate system for the 11× 11 local search window. We assign

a coordinate to each weight in the window; (b) rotating the coordinates, and project

the weights to them.

Table 4.1: Different data-fidelity terms we used in applications.

D(u)

inpainting λ‖Hu− I‖2

denoising (synthetic image) χ|‖u−I‖2≤τ (u)

denoising (natural image) λ‖u− I‖2

4.4.1 Isotropic Indicator

To present the distribution of weights v, we introduce the isotropic indicator I ∈ RP

to describe v. The idea is that, in a local search window, when the weights distribute

anisotropically, that is to say, the non-trivial ones are concentrated in certain part of

the window, which can be characterized by their perpendicular projections onto the

two axes under the Cartesian coordinate system.
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In practice, we define a small angle θ = π
2K

, K ∈ Z as shown in Figure 4.2(b), and

rotate the coordinate (x, y) clock-wise at a degreemθ, m ∈M, M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , K − 1},

thus we get a series of coordinate systems (x′m, y
′
m)m∈M. In each coordinate system,

we denote their unit vectors as

im : (sin(mθ), cos(mθ)),

jm : (cos(mθ),− sin(mθ)).

Without loss of generality, we still consider vp ∈ U , which are the weights value

in a local search window centered at p. By calculating the inner product between

q = (qx, qy) (as illustrated in Figure 4.2(a) and the unit vectors, we can easily get the

projections of vp onto (x′m, y
′
m)m∈M, then we define the isotropic indicator as

Ip = log

(
max

({
P x
m

P y
m
,
P y
m

P x
m

}
m∈M

))
,

where

P x
m =

∑
q∈B

∣∣vpq 〈q, im〉∣∣ ,
P y
m =

∑
q∈B

∣∣vpq 〈q, jm〉∣∣ .
Ip is based on the coordinate system, where the vp has the most distinct projections

along x′m and y′m. It is obvious that the more isotropic the weights in the window

is, the smaller Ip becomes.

4.4.2 Inpainting

In this section, we use two masks as presented in Figure 4.3, where black parts denote

the inpainting region. We set values of parameters in RNLTV as follow: λ = 5000 and

µ = 0.8, and the number of iterations is 3000, the γ values are specified in Table 4.2.

We compare with some related methods: the MATLAB function inpaintn [60, 140],

TV inpainting and TV-H−1 inpainting [26,123].
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Figure 4.3: Inpainting masks with missing data marked in black. Left: checkerboard

mask; Right: word mask

Table 4.2: Values of parameters in RNLTV for restoration of the images corrupted by

the checkerboard mask and the word mask. We set µ to 0.8, λ to 5000, and use ’Syn’

to note the synthetic image, the restoration results are presented in Figure 4.5-4.9.

checkerboard mask word mask

γ γ

Syn 3 2

Boat 3 3

Fingerprint 3 3

Barbara 4 3

Synthetic Image

To illustrate the proposed method can inpaint missing domains on straight and curved

thin structures, we construct a synthetic image with 3 ancient Chinese characters as

shown in the first row first column of Figure 4.4.

In Figure 4.5, our RNLTV is clearly outperforming all the other methods. There

are two strong strokes in the synthetic image: the arc in the character in the top left

corner, and the cross in the middle of the character in the bottom left corner. From

the first row of Figure 4.5, we observe that only RNLTV can connect all the thin
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Synthetic image Boat Fingerprint Barbara

Figure 4.4: Testing images.

edges correctly, while TV propagates the background color into the missing domains,

see those 3 curved lines on the right. inpaintn and TV-H−1 can not clearly inpaint

the missing edges in the missing squares on the thin edges. For example, around

the middle parts of the 3 curved lines, inpaintn creates nonexisting white spots, and

blurs the rest parts on the 3 curved lines. TV-H−1 connects the thin edge by wrong

shape of objects with wrong intensity values. Taking the character on the bottom

left corner for example, we can see that TV-H−1 fills larger intensity values into some

missing squares located on the top horizontal line, which yields lighter color than

it is supposed to be, while puts smaller intensity values into some missing squares

located on the bottom horizontal line. Our RNLTV connects all the edges correctly

except at those end points, see the head part of those 3 curved lines. In the second

row of Figure 4.5, we can see the similar restoration results. TV can connect the

disjoint strong objects, but still fails on those thin ones. inpaintn and TV-H−1 can

not recover the images clearly. In Figure 4.6, we plot the isotropic indicator I ∈ RP

for the weights in our RNLTV to illustrate that our model can remedy the weights

values along with the image values in the missing areas. As we can see from the first

column of Figure 4.6, the initial weights on inpainting domains are distributed equally

as the homogeneous regions, but the regulation term R(v) corrects weights values in

the missing areas, for example, restores the weights centered at pixels depicting thin

structures to their anisotropic state, which in turn, help to extend the slim objects

into the missing domains.
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degraded image TV inpaintn TV-H−1 RNLTV

Figure 4.5: Results when restoring the degraded synthetic image with the checker-

board mask and word mask as presented in Figure 4.3.

initial v resulting v initial v resulting v

Figure 4.6: Plots of the isotropic indicator I ∈ RP calculated from weights v in

RNLTV, while the corresponding images u are presented in Figure 4.5. The first and

third ones represent the initial guesses of the weights computed from the damaged

images, while the second and the last ones are got from the resulting weights v after

RNLTV recovers the images.
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degraded image TV inpaintn TV-H−1 RNLTV

Figure 4.7: Results when restoring the degraded Boat with the checkerboard mask

and word mask as presented in Figure 4.3.

Natural Image

In this section, we apply the two masks in Figure 4.3 to natural images. The testing

images are Boat, Fingerprint and Barbara, as shown in Figure 4.4.

In the first row of Figure 4.7, TV takes the color of the sky and fills it into the

missing areas that crossing the thin ropes, thus ropes become lines of dashes. inpaintn

and TV-H−1 get blurry restoration results, even worse, inpaintn brings non-existing

white spots around the ropes, while our RNLTV can connect the majority of ropes.

In the first row of Figure 4.7, if we focus on the middle bottom part where ropes and a

mast are crossing each other, our RNLTV gets the best restoration result. Moreover,

only RNLTV can recover the mast on the right to its original shape.

In the first row of Figure 4.8, inpaintn and TV-H−1 create fake lines crossing the

friction ridges, and we can find many discontinuous friction ridges in the right top

corner from their restoration results. Our RNLTV connects all the broken friction

ridges, but also causes the side effort such as smoothing ridges. In the second row of

Figure 4.8, inpaintn and TV-H−1 can connect the friction ridges. but we can see that

they seriously blur the missing areas between two adjacent friction ridges. In both

examples, TV still puts wrong colors into the missing areas.
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degraded image TV inpaintn TV-H−1 RNLTV

Figure 4.8: Results when restoring the degraded Fingerprint with the checkerboard

mask and word mask as presented in Figure 4.3.

degraded image TV inpaintn TV-H−1 RNLTV

Figure 4.9: Results when restoring the degraded Barbara with the checkerboard

mask and word mask as presented in Figure 4.3.
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The stripe pattern on the scarf are completely ruined by the checkerboard mask

in the first row of Figure 4.9, thus TV and inpaintn can not find the right color for

the missing regions, and end up with weird patterns on the scarf. TV-H−1 also fails

on the scarf, while RNLTV not only connects those thin stripes by propagating the

existing grey curves into the missing areas, but also recovers the delicate grey stripe

pattern on the scarf, see the part of scarf on the shoulder. In the second row of Figure

4.9, TV, inpaintn and TV-H−1 fail to connect the majority of the grey stripes, while

our RNLTV still gets clear inpainting results, even for those missing areas on the

wrinkle of the scarf near the face. However, when restoring images corrupted by the

checkerboard mask, we observe that RNLTV will leave some missing domains unfilled

at the image boundary, which may be caused by the period boundary condition we

imposed.

4.4.3 Denoising

We compare with two related methods: TV denoising (ROF [121]) and NLTV de-

noising [62] in this section. To implement the NLTV, we simply set the γ to 0 in our

RNLTV model.

Synthetic Image

We consider white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.12, 0.14, 0.16 in this section. As

mentioned in Table 4.1, we use χ|‖u−I‖2≤τ (u) as the data term for the synthetic

images. We set γ = 0.3, λ = σ and µ = 0.6 in the RNLTV model, and the number

of iterations is 600. From Figure 4.11, we observed that RNLTV gets sharp edges

for all shapes, while the boundaries of the thin structures in TV restoration results

get blurred, see the second column in the last row, the bottom slim horizontal line

in the character which located in the right bottom corner. Still in the last row, the

NLTV denoising result is in the third column, obviously, there is much more noise

left, when comparing with the result of RNLTV. Because of the noise, almost all of
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Figure 4.10: Plots of the isotropic indicator I ∈ RP calculated from weights v in

RNLTV, when restoring the synthetic image contaminated with white Gaussian noise

with σ = 0.16, while the corresponding images are presented in the last row of Figure

4.11. The first column represents the initial guesses of the weights computed from

the damaged image, while the second column are got from the resulting weights v

after RNLTV recovers the degraded image.

the weights distribute equally as presented in the first column of Figure 4.10, the

RNLTV restores those weights in search window centered on thin structures to their

anisotropic state, see the second column in Figure 4.10.

Natural Image

We consider white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, since the thin structures

in the testing natural images are less noise resistance, for example, large noise may

completely overshadow the thin ropes in Boat. we use the restoration results of TV

as initial values for our RNLTV, and adopt the data term λ‖u− I‖2. The setting of

parameters in RNLTV and NLTV is presented in Table 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, and

the number of iterations are both 600. The results are shown in Figure 4.12-4.14.

In the last row of Figure 4.12, TV smoothes out the majority of ropes when

removing the noise with σ = 0.08, RNLTV clearly recovers those ropes, and they

are more detectable when comparing with the NLTV result. The middle part of the

main-mast which has less contrasts are hard to tell in the results of TV and NLTV,

our RNLTV restores it back. TV can recover ropes when the image is corrupted

with small noise, see the first row of Figure 4.12. In Figure 4.13, our RNLTV gets
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noisy image TV NLTV RNLTV

Figure 4.11: Results of different methods for restoration of the synthetic image

contaminated with white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.12, 0.14, 0.16 in the first, second

and third row respectively.
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the most clear pattern of friction ridges. In the last row of Figure 4.14, from the

TV denoising results, we observe undesirable staircase effect, and even worse, a large

part of scarf lost its stripe pattern, see the second column in this row. Similarly,

some grey stripes on the NLTV denoising result become less notable, while RNLTV

recovers the majority of those thin stripes on the scarf to their original shapes.

Table 4.3: Values of parameters in RNLTV for restoration of the natural images

corrupted by white Gaussian noise. µ is fixed to 0.6, σ is the standard deviation of

the Gaussian noise.

σ=0.04 σ=0.06 σ=0.08

γ λ γ λ γ λ

Boat 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.5

Fingerprint 0.05 1 0.1 1 0.2 1

Barbara 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.5

Table 4.4: Values of parameters in NLTV for restoration of the natural images cor-

rupted by white Gaussian noise. µ is fixed to 0.6, σ is the standard deviation of the

Gaussian noise.

σ=0.04 σ=0.06 σ=0.08

λ λ λ

Boat 1 0.5 0.5

Fingerprint 1 0.5 0.5

Barbara 1 0.5 0.2
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noisy image TV NLTV RNLTV

Figure 4.12: Results of different methods for restoration of Boat1 contaminated with

white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.04, 0.06, 0.08.

noisy image TV NLTV RNLTV

Figure 4.13: Results of different methods for restoration of Fingerprint contaminated

with white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.04, 0.06, 0.08.
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noisy image TV NLTV RNLTV

Figure 4.14: Results of different methods for restoration of Barbara contaminated

with white Gaussian noise with σ = 0.04, 0.06, 0.08.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have suggested a RNLTV model to restore the thin strutures

through the extra regularization term on weights v. Equipped with variable metric

got from the majorizeminimize strategy, PALM was adopted to solve the model. The

performance of the proposed method is demonstrated by numerical experiments on

synthetic images and natural images.

In the future, we plan to improve the ability of our RNLTV model to recover

texture, one possible solution is to use shape-adaptive patches [50]. More precisely,

to avoid diminishing thin structures, we choose the shape of the patch based on the

local geometry, so that the pixels depicting thin structures in a local search window

are not minority, thus will not be overlooked, while at the same time, patches will

preserve texture areas.
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